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Figure 1.	 Motion during the first 500 seconds with a 30 ton payload
climbing at 10 m/sec starting 1 Ion from the bottom of a
250 km wire. Part a) is the in-plane displacement of each
mass vs. time, part b) is the tension and part c) is the
radial vs. in-plane configuration at 5 second intervals.
	
Figure 2.	 Motion during the first 2400 seconds of a pa l oad climbing
the 'tether. Part a) is the in-plane, part b^ is the tension,
part c) is the in-plane vs. radial at 25 second intervals
plotted at eoaal scale in both axes, and part d) is the in-
plai- vs. radial with the in-plane axis expanded.
	
Figure 3.	 Motion during the first 24000 seconds of a payload climbing
the tether. Part a) is the in-plane motion, part b) is the
tension, part c) is the radial vs. in-plane configuration
at equal scale, and part d) is the radial vs. in-plane with
the in-plane axis expanded.
	
Figure 4.	 Last 130 seconds of a payload climbing the tether to an
upper launching platform. The motion of the upper platform
is shorn relative to the payload climbing the wire. Part a)
is the radial vs. time, part b) is the in-plane, and part c)
is the in-plane vs. radial.
	
Figure 5.
	 Last 15 seconds of a payload climbing the tether to an upper
launching platform. The motion of the upper platform is
shown relative to the payload climbing the wire. Part a) is
the radial behavior vs. time, part b) is the in-plane behavior
vs. time and part c) is the in-plane vs. radial behavior.
Payload climbing the tether to an upper launching platform
with an initial out-of-plane displacement. Part a) is the
in-plane, part b) the out-of -plane, part c) the in -plane vs.
radial, and part d) the out-of-plane vs. radial.
	
gure 7.	 First 2000 seconds of the deployment. Part a) is the tension
vs. time, and part b) is the radial vs. in-plane configuration.
	
gure 8.	 Altitude H (cm) and velocity V (cm/sec) of the Shuttle (mass
1) and subsatellite (mass 2) plotted at 500 second intervals
during the deployment phase. The period from 18000 to 25000
seconds is a steady state integration after completion of the
deployment. a) Shuttle altitude vs. time, b) subsatellite
altitude vs. time; c) shuttle velocity vs. time, d) subsatellite
velocity vs. time.
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Figure 9.
	
Radial vs. in- „ lane configuration for the deployment and
steady state phase f us” after deployment.
Figure 10.
	
Tension vs. time and radial vs. in-plai ►e configuration during
partial retrieval. Parts a) and b) are after payload release
A	 on the forward swing; parts c) and d) are after release on
the backward swing.
Figure 11.	 Altitude (cm) and velocity (cm/sec) of the orbital center
during the deployment phase and steady state integration
Just after completion of deployment.
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Table 1 - Apogee, perigee, and semi-major axis at various stages
of the launch sequence. The values ar p for the orbital
centers of the masses listed in the fourth column,
namely the Shuttle (80 tons), the lower pallet (6 tons),
upper pallet (4 tons), upper pallet plus payload (23.109
tons), Shuttle plus lower pallet (86 tons), and payload
(19.109 tons). Run 1 is the deployment, runs 2 and 3
are partial retrieval after release on the forwarte, and
backward swings respectively, and runs 4 and 5 nre
steady ;state runs from the end of the retrieval in runs
2 and 3 .espectively to the next apogee passage.
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WIntroduction
This report presents the results of a study of "The Use of Tethers
for Payload Orbital Transfer" and is Volume II of the Semi-Annual Report
required by the contract. This work was carried out under Modification 5
of Contract NASA-33691 originally titled "Investigation of Electrcwnamic
Stabilization and Control of Long Orbiting Tethers." Dr„ Giuseppe Colombo
is Principal Investigator on this contract. The Smithsonian Astrophysical
Observatory (SAO), studied the dynamic behavior of the tether and the
1+lassachusetts Institute of Technology (M.I.T.), under subcontract SV1-
52006. studied the facilities and systems required for "The Use of Tethers
for Payload Orbital Transfer." The results of the M.I.T. study are presented
in Appendix A of this report.
The general introduction to the nature and a pplications of the present
work can be found in the initial sections of Appendix A. The body of
Appendix A contains detailed technical discussions of various tether
systems. A numerical verification of some of the crucial dynamical calcu-
lations made in Appendix A is contained in the SAO work presented in the
first part of this report.
Concurrent with this effort, SAO also performed. under Modification 4
of the same contract, "The Study of Certain Tether Safety Issues" also
with Dr. Colombo as Principal Investigator. The results of that study are
given in Volume I of this Semi-Annual Report.
The body of this report has been assembled from the monthly reports
submittid under this contract revised and augmented where necessary for
clarity and completeness. This report is intended to stand alone as a
sun-wary of the work done on "The Use of Tethers for Payload Orbital
Transfer."
The author of this report is Mr. David A. Arnold. The author of
Appendix A is Dr. Manuel Martinez-Sanchez.
Y
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2.0 Study Approg h to Dynamic Behavior of the Tether
The SKYHOOK program has been used to do simulations of two cases
considered in the M.I.T. study of the use of the tether for payload
orbital transfer. The purpose of using SKYHOOK is to provide more
detailed shd realistic simulations of the cases considered in the
1,	 theoretical studies done at M.I.T. In particular, there is the need to
study oscillation of the system during the various operations. In the
case of transporting a payload along the were, the radial velocity intro-
duces coriolis forces that could set up transverse oscillations of the!
system. These could be a problem especially as the payload approaches
the end of the wire.
The use of an orbiting tether system by the Shuttle involves the
operations of deploywimnt and retrieval which may excite oscillation of
the system. The SKYHOOK program has been used to verify the theoretical
predictions of the orbits of the Shuttle, tether system, and payload
made by M.I.T. and to determine the extent to which the results are
influenced by librations of the system.
3.0 Payload Transport Along , the Wire
One of the cases considered in the M.I.T. study is the transport of a
payload along the tether from a heavy lower platform to an upper launching
platform. A simulation has been done using the SKY P^, K program to study
0 the dynamics of the system as the payload moves along the wire. We assume
that the payload has a means o; grasping the tether and controlling its
speed of trans(
	 Since the net force due to the gradient of the gravi-
tational and centripital forces is away from the center of gravity of the
system, the payload will have to be dissipating energy for most of the trip
from a heavy lower platform to the upper launching platform.
2.
The simulation which has been done integrates the motion of three
mass points - the base platform, the payload, and the upper launching
platform. The mass of the tether is neglected. A constant transport
speed of 10 m/sec has been used in this first simulation. The mass of the
base platform is 300 tons, the payload is 30 tons, and the launching plat-
form at the top is 10 tons. The altitude of the base is 300 km and the wire
is 250 km long. The diameter of the wire was set to 2 mm, which is in fact
not sufficient to withstand the tension load. The only effect of this
assumption in the simulation is to make the wire more elastic than it would
be with a thicker tether. For simplicity the integration has been ;tasted
with the payload 1 km from the bottom moving at 10 m/sec. The startup
phase has been neglected. The radial velocity results in coriolis forces
that push the payload to the rear. Stuns have been done for 100, 500, 24 0,
and 24000 seconds in order to approach the problem gradually in anticipation
of possible instabilities.
The climbing of the payload along the wire has been simulated in the
SKYHOOK program by making the natural length of each of the two wire segments
a function of time. The initial lengths of the lower and upper iegments of
wire are chosen in such a way that they will be 1 and 249 km in length
respectively when the system is stretched to equilibrium. At later times
the length of the lower segments is computed as 1 1 ¢ vt and the Length of
the upper segment is 1 1 - vt, where v is the velocity of the payload and
1 1
 and 1 2 are the initial lengths.
In the simulation, not too much happens in the first 100 seconds.
Figure 1 shows the results for the first 500 sece 4s. Part a) is the ;n-
plane motion vs. time, part b) is the tension and part c) is the radial vs.
in-plane configuration at successive time intervals. Mass 1 is the lower
s	 platform, Mass 2 the upper platform, and Mass 3 the moving payload. Coriolis
forces ►°exult in a displacement of the payload to the rear (positive in-plane
t'
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Motion during the first 500 seconds with a 30 ton payload
climbing at 10 m/sec starting I km from the bottom of a
250 km wire. Pail a'/ is the in-plane displacement of each
mass vs. time, poet b) is the tension and part c) (next
page) is the radial vs. In-plane configuration at 5 second
intervals.
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Figure 1(c). Motion during the first 500 seconds with a 30 ton payload
climbing at 10 m/sec starting 1 km from the bottom of a
250 km wire- radial vs. in-plane configuration at 5 second
intervals.
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Lam.
displacement of Mass 3 ire Figure la). The upper platform is generally moving
forward and closer to the lower platform during this time period. In Figure
lb we see that the tension in the lower segment is initially lower than that
-in the upper segment. This is because tho center of gravity is initially
about 7.44 km from the lower platform. The tension is greatest at the
center of gravity in equilibrium. The payload will initially have to expend
energy to get to the center of gravity and will then coast the rest of the
way up. As the payload proves up, the center of gravity will shift upward
and the payload will be at the center of gravity 8.06 km from the
lower platform. The tension in the lower wire segment oscillates with de-
creasing frequency as the payload moves up the wire. The natural period
for a 30 ton mass at the end of a 1 km Kevlar wire 2 mm in diameter is
about 73 seconds. At 5 km the period is about 164 seconds. These numbers
agree roughly with the periods seen in the plot. In 500 seconds the payload
moved from 1 km to r^ p,m from the lower platform. Figure lc shows the in-
p l ane vs. radial configuration at 5 second intervals plotted at equal scale
in the two axes. We see the slight bending of the wire to the right as a
result of coriolis forces.
r
Figure 2 shows the behavior during the first 2400 seconds plotted at
25 second intervals. Part a) is the in-plane vs. time, part b) is the ten-
sion vs. time, and parts c) and d) are the in-plane vs. radial con"irurations
at successive time intervals. In part a) we see that the upper mv,ss which
had been moving forward for the first 1000 seconds has moved to the rear
and is almost in line with the payload climbing the wire. In pert b) we
see that the tension is now greatest in the lower section since the payload
passes the center of mass of the system at about 700 seconds. The frequency
of the tension oscillations is continuing to decrease as the 'length of the
lower section of wire increases. Part c) shows the radial vs. in-plane
configurations at 25 second intervals plotted at equal scale in both axes.
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Figure 2.
	 Motion during the first 2400 seconds of a payload climbing
the tether. Part a) is the in-plane, part b) is the tension,
part c) is the in-plane vs. radial at 25 second intervals
plotted at equal scale in both axes, and part d) is the in-
plane vs. radial with the in-plane axis expanded.
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A
Part d) shows the same thing with the in-plane axis ex`,,^,e®ed to show the
in-plane movement with better resolution. The features described in part
a) can be seen in this plot, especially the swinging of the top mass to
the right near the end of the plot.
Figure 3 shows the behavior for the first 24000 seconds plotted at
250 second intervals. Part a) is the in-plane, part b) the tension, and
parts c) and d) show the in-plane vs. radial configuration. The period
for in-plane pendulum oscillations of a tethered system is the orbital
period divided by the square root of 3. For a 300 km orbit, the orbital
period is about 5430 seconds and the in-plane period is about 3135 secolids.
In 24000 seconds we would expect about 7.6 cycles. This seems to agree
roughly with the results seen in part a). The in-plane period is independ-
ent of length, so we do not see a change in period with time. Ire addition
to the pendulum motion of the system as a whole we also see transverse
oscillations of the payload on the wire and oscillations of the upper
platform with respect to the payload. When the payload is close to the
lower platform, the period of transverse oscillations of the payload is
short, and the period of oscillation of the upper platform is the period
for oscillations of the system as a whole. As the payload climbs, the
period for transverse oscillations of the payload lengthens, and the
period of oscillation of the upper platform shortens. Part b) shows the
tension vs. time. The tension in the lower segment continues to increase
with time as the payload climbs the wire. The lengthening of the wire
seen in parts c) and d) is the result of using too shiall a wire diameter.
The computer run halted with the diagnostic that the stepsize was too
small as the length of the upper segment approached zero. The 'last output
point was at 23750 seconds and the run ended at 23881 seconds. The last
10.
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Figure 3	 Motion during the first 24000 seconds of a payload climbing
the tether. Part a) is the in-plane motion, part b) is the
tension, part c) is the radial vs. in-plane configuration
at equal scale, and part d) is the radial vs. in-plane with
the in-plane axis expanded.
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130 seconds have been rerun using the last output state vector as the
initial state vector as the initial state vector of the next run. The
results are plotted in Figure 4. The payload has been taken as the
reference point in the plots so that we see the motion of the upper plat- 	
>a
form as viewed from the payload. Part a) is the radial component, part b)
the in-plane, and part c) the in -plane vs. radial configuration. In part
a) we see that the upper platform goes below the payload during the last
couple of seconds. To give better resolution, the last 15 seconds have
	 1
been plotted alone in Figure 5. Part a) is the radial, part b) the in-
plane, and part c) the in-plane vs. radial. Part c) clearly shows the
upper platform looping around the payload in the last few seconds. It
is remarkable that the behavior is stable for so long. The payload would
of course have to decelerate as it reaches the platform. The rate may
have to be controlled to eliminate oscillations during the approach to
	 j
the launching platform.
Since the dynamics of the out-of-plane component is different from
that of the in-plane, a run has been done with an initial out-of-plane
displacement for the wire. The platform at the top was moved 3 kin and
the payload 12 meters placing it in a line between the upper and lower
platforms. The wire diameter in this run is 7.5 mm which is sufficient
to withstand the tension load. The results for the first 23750 seconds
are shown in Figure 6. The time required to reach the upper platform at
10 m/sec is 24824.7 seconds. Part a) of the Figure shows the in-plane,
part b) the out-of-plane, part c) the in-plane vs. radial, and part d)
the out-of-plane vs. radial. The in-plane is similar to the results seen
before without the out-of-plane displacement. The out-of-plane behavior
is very regular and does not show the transverse oscillation induced by
14.
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Figure 4	 Last 130 seconds of a payload climbing the tether to an
upper launching platform. The motion of the upper platform
is shown relative to zhe payload climbing the wire. Part a)
is the radial vs. time, part b) is the in-plane, and part c)
(next page) is the in-plane vs. radial.
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Figure 5. Last 15 seconds of a payload climbing the tether to an
upper launching platform. The motion of the upper platform
is shown relative to the payload climbing the wire. Part a)
is the radial behavior vs. time, part b) is the in-plane
behavior vs. time and part c) (next page) is the in-plane
vs. radial behavior.
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Figure 5 ( c). Last 15 seconds of a payload climbing the tether to an
upper launching platform. The motion of the upper platform
is shown relative to the payload climbing the wire - in-
plane vs. radial behavior.
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co-iolis forces in the in-plane component. Transverse oscillations could
be produced in the out-of-plane component by having the payload out of
line along the wire. The run was continued another 1070 seconds with out-
put every 10 seconds. At the last output point which is 4.7 seconds from
the end of the ascent, the platform is 20 meters above the payload in the
radial direction, and 42 meters displaced in the in-plane direction. The
behavior seefts essentially the same as in the previous rim with no out-of-
plane displacement.
In conclusion, the simulations of payload transport along the wire
using the SKdHOOK program indicate that the process is quite stable. The
radial motion along the wire introduces coriolis forces that produce trans-
verse oscillations in the in-plane, but not the out-of-plane direction. Ire
the case of a heavy payload approaching the and of the wire at high velocity,
unstable behavior would result in the last few seconds. A slowdown phase is
obviously required. Additional simulations would be needed to develop an
appropriate procedure and dete:inine if the rate needs special control at the
end to prevent the buildup of oscillations duirng the final approach.
4.0 Simulation of a Payload Launch Using an Orbiting Tether Facile
The M.I.T. section of the Final Report for this contract (Appendix A)
describes on page 29 a numerical example of the Shuttle launching a payload
using an orbiting tether facility. The Shuttle docks with the tether plat-
form, transfers the payload, deploys the tether, releases the payload, re-
trieves the tether part way such that when the tether system is released
Its center of gravity will be back at its original altitude, and then un-
docks from the tether system at apogee. After undocking the tether system
continues the retrieval to the original state. The M.I.T. calculations
assume the center of gravity of the system remains constant during reeling
r
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processes and neglects the effect of librations that are generated during
the reeling. Simulations have been done using the SKYMOOK program t6 see
the influence of these effects neglected in the theoretical calculations.
The deployment ¢ubroutine in the SK0WK program uses equations and
parameters given on page 9 of NASA 744-64963, "A tether tension control
law for tethered subsatellites deployed along local vertical." The com-
manded length is given by the table on page 10 of the report. The para-
meters on page 9 are computed for a specific subsatellite mass and orbital
angular velocity, and the table of commanded lengths is for a specific
tether length and deployment sequence. The table of commanded lengths has
the undesirable quality of being discontinuous. In order to run the case
described above the deployment subroutine has been rewritten in a more
general form patterned after the retrieval subroutine. The parameters
have been rewritten to use the actual masses and orbital angular velocity.
Instead of using a table, the commanded length is computed as a fraction
f of the actual length. For retrieval a value of .93 for f gives a slow
stable retrieval. For deployment, f is greater than unity. It should be
possible for f to be substantially greater than unity since deployment is
an inherently stable operation in contrast to retrieval which must be done
carefully in order to make sure there is no residual angular momentum that
will cause the subsatellite to wrap around the Shuttle during the final
stages of the approach to the Shuttle.
The SKYNOOK program has an input parameter the ejection velocity to
be used on deployment. This ejection velocity may be large without intro-
ducing instabilities. In this way it is possible to quickly arrive at a
sufficient distance from the Shuttle to obtain an adequate gravity gradient
force for maintaining tension during the rest of the deployment. During
22.
the ini. 0 phase the kinetic energy of ejection can be used to maintain
tension. This tension will eventually use up the initial kinetic energy,
but by then there is sufficient gravity gradient to continue the deployment
under positive tension. The tension control law uses the reel motor to
simulate a visco-elastic tether tuned to the libration frequency of the
tether system. The viscous part of the control law provides the tension
needed during the initial phases of the deployment. Test. runs have been
done with different ejection velt^cities to determine a suita^'ie value for
running the simulations of the launch sequence studied at M.I.T. One un-
desirable aspect of the dynamics is that the control law ends up slightly
retrieving the system after the initial kinetic energy has bee7l exhausted.
In one test rues, a wire mass point had just been deployed and the slight
retrieval caused the wire length to fall slightly below the natural .length
of the wire segment. Since the program is not set up to eliminate mass
points during deployment, there was loss of tension, and the tension control
law was unable to operate properly. In lieu of pursuing a solution to this
problem, which would be beyond the scope of this study, the M.I.T. case has
been run without tether dynamics, integrating only the motion of the two
end masses. More study of the deployment process is necessary to useful
optimize the process.
In order to run the deployment, two sets of initial conditions need
to be computed. The program uses only the state vector for the Shuttle
initially. The DUMBBELL program is set up to compute initial conditions
for two or more masses. By making some changes 'in the program to avoid
singularities, it was possible to run the program with zero tether length
to get the initial conditions for the Shuttle. The parameters of the
system when fully deployeO must be given for the other masses. Appendix A
gives equations for computing the parameters of the system at each stage
23.
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of the operation. Since the SKYHOOK runs have no tether mass included,
the parameters had to be recomputed with M T
 set to zero. The equation
for 1/L on page 27 of Appendix A is singular for M T
 equal to zero. The
equation has been rederived without M T
 to get a non-singular expression.
The first parameter needed to compute initial conditions for the deployment
phase is the value of x, which becomes 21.18 km with no tether mass. This
places the Shuttle at 378.82 km after the deployment is completed with the
upper mass at 478.82 km. A tether diameter of .5 cm is sufficient to with-
stand the tension load, assuming a break strength of 2.7 x 10 10 dynes/cm2
and a safety factor of 4. Equilibrium parameters for this phase have been
computed using the DUMBBELL program and used to do the deployment run with
SKYHOOK.
The deployment run has been done using an ejection velocity of 5 meters/
second. Figure 7 shows the results during the first 2000 seconds at 100
second intervals. Part a) is the tension vs. time, and part b) is the radial
vs. in-plane configuration. Figure 7b uses a new plotting package recently
developed in which the direction of motion has been reconciled with the
order in which the configurations are plotted. Successive configurations
have always been plotted to the right, but in the previous plotting package,
the Shuttle motion was to the left. For this and all future plots, the
direction of motion of the Shuttle is to the right. This change was imple-
mented by reversing the sign of the horizontal (in-plane) component of each
individual configuration. This is equivalent to looking at the orbit from
the other side so that the direction of motion is reversed. In part a) the
tension is initially high because of the damping term in the control law.
The control law halts the outward motion of the subsatellite after about
500 seconds and there is a slight retrieval during the next few hundred
seconds as seen in Figure 7b. The deployment then resumes again.
24.
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One of the parameters of particular interest in this case being studied
is the orbital altitude. This information is not contained in the standard
SKYHOOK output. It can bt obtained from the state vector printed at each
out put point. For convenience in restarting runs at a particular output
point, a special version of subroutine DMPZ is used which writes the state
vectors on a separate output file. A small program then reads this file to
find the time requested and formats the state vector for input to a new SKY-
HOOK run. This formatting program has been modified for this study to also
compute the radius vector and the magnitude of the velocity from the state
vector. The altitude is computed by subtracting the earth radius, and then
plotted along with the velocity using the printer page as a graph.
Figure 8 shows a condensed plot of the Shuttle altitude H1, payload
altitude H2, Shuttle velocity V1, and payload velocity V2 during the deploy-
ment. During the firs. 1300 seconds which is roughly one quarter of an
orbit, the Shuttle altitude increases from its initial value of 400.00 km
to about 400.75 km. The altitude of the Shuttle should, of course, decrease
during deployment. The initial increase in altitude is the result if a
slight eccentricity in the orbit introduced by the ejection velocity of 5
m/sec. This gives the center of mass of the system a radial velocity of
about 1.06 m/sec which should result in an altitude variation of about .94
km. Figure 8a shows the orbital eccentricity during the first revolution
superimposed on the decrease in altitude resulting from the deployment.
This eccentricity complicates the interpretation of the results. It could
be eliminated by giving the Shuttle the reaction velocity that it would
actually acquire during ejection of a payloa,J.
Figure 9 shows the in-plane vs. radial behavior for the full deployment
run. The deployment is completed at about 1800 seconds. In the SKYHOOK
program, the tension at the Shuttle is computed from the control law during
26.
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Figure 8. Altitude H (cm) and velocity V (cm/sec) of the Shuttle (mass
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seconds is a steady state integration after completion of the
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altitude vs. time; c) (next page) shuttle velocity vs. time,
d) subsatellite velocity vs. time.
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deployment. When tk: tether reaches its full deployed length, the program
switches to the steady state mode of integration where the tension is com-
puted from the tether elasticity and damping. In this run, the damping
parameter has been set to the value required for critical damping of the
longitudinal oscillations of the subsatellite at the end of the tether.
In this way, the momentum of the subsatellite is arrested without recoil
at the end of the deployment. Although the tether itself has little internal
damping, the reel motor could simulate a damper if operated -order an appro-
priate control law. At the end of the deployment, the in-plane displacement
of the tether is about 15 km to the rear, which is an angle of about 8.6
degrees. After completion of the deployment, the system librates as seen
at the end of Figure 9. The libration could be avoid d by introducing a
control law that terminates the deployment with a slow-down, ^hase where the
deployment rate is controlled so that the wire returns to the ver'-ical posi-
tion without overshoot.
The SKYHOOK program terminates the deployment phase at the first output
point where the tether length exceeds the natural wire length given on out-
put. The natural length is then recomputed based on the actual length and
tension at the output point. In this case, the computed natural length used
after completion of the deployment was 100.105 km. At the equilibrium ten-
sion of .6939 x 109 dynes, the actual length of the tether is 100.6 km.
Since the system is librating, the tension varies from about .592 to .836
x 109 dynes and the length from 100.54 to 100.71 km. The altitude of the
Shuttle varies from 376.2 to 378.8 km and the altitude of the payload from
476.3 to 479.0 km. The computed altitudes of the Shuttle and payload fully
deployed were 378.8 and 478.8 respectively. Comparison of the computed and
actual altitudes is complicated by the fart that the deployed tether length
is .6 In too long, the orbit, has an eccentricity causing an altitude fluc-
tuation of about .94 km, and the system is librating with an amplitude that
F
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can cause an altitude fluctuation at the ends of about one km. The maximum
altitude of the system is about equal to the theoretically computed value,
but the average altitude seems to be on the order of one km lower. It
might be useful to do a more careful analysis of deployment, retrieval,
and librations to study possible interactions with the orbital dynamics of
the center of mass. The output from the SKYHOOK program contains the in-
formation necessary to compute the work done by the reel motor, the gravi-
tational potential, the kinetic energy of the center of mass, and about the
center of mass. The orbital angular momentum can also be studied.
In order to see the effects of libration, the rest of the study is
divided into two cases. In the first case, the payload was released during
the forward swing of the tether at the point where the tether is vertical
and has its maximum forward velocity. In the second case the payload is
released on a backward swing. The orbit of the payload after release
requires no numerical integration and can be calculated from the state
vector at release. The orbital parameters of interest are the semi-major
axis a and the eccentricity e. The semi-major axis is given by
a = 1/(2/r - v2 /GM)
and the eccentricity is given by
e s V1 - ry
where vj is the tangential velocity. The program for plotting the radius
vector r and the magnitude of the velocity v has been modified to compute
the tangential velocity from the state vector and calculate a and a at the
time requested on input. The apogee and perigee are giver. by a + ae and
a - ae.
The state vector at 18800 seconds has been used to calculate the
orbit of the payload released on a forward swing. The payload goes into
an orbit with a perigee of 478.4 km and a apogee of 1075.01
 km. For the
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backward swing the state vector at 20400 seconds has been used. The payload
orbit in this case has a perigee of 476.7 km and an apogee of 896.1 km. The
apogee is almost 180 km higher when the payload is released on the forward
swing.
The Mate vectors at 18800 seconds and at 20400 seconds have been used
as the initial conditions for the second stage of the operation which is
retrieval of the subsatellite until the center of gravity of the tether
system is at the original altitude of 400 km at apogee. With the tether
mass included, the tether should be retrieved to a length of 50.56 km.
Without the tether mass, using the formula
1/L = ML (M LP + MUP) ( MSH + MLP)/(MTOTMUPMSH)
the system should be retrieved to a length of 47.068 km (the terms in
the equation are as def 0ed on page 24 of Appendix A. Figure 10 shows
the results of two retrieval runs. Parts a) and b) are the tension and
in-plane vs. radial plots after release on the forward swin;, Parts c)
and d) are the tension and in-plane vs. radial plots after release on a
backward swing. The case for the forward swing was run for 7400 seconds
until the tether was retrieved to a length of 39.17 km. The case for the
backward swing was ran for 7600 seconds to a tether length of 39.38 km.
Interpolating in the plots of tether length vs. time to obtain the point
where the tether is 47.068 km song gives 5970 seconds for the forward case
and 6028 seconds for the backward case. In Figures 10b and 10d we see
that the initial librations have been damped out and the tether is being
retrieved at a steady angle which brings the sub°,atellite slightly ahead
of the Shuttle. An appropriate control law could return the tether to
the vertical before ending the retrieval if this were desirable.
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The SKYHOOK runs have been done with output every 100 seconds. In
order to obtain the state vector where the tether length is 47.066 km it
is necessary to interpolate in the output. The program described earlier
for reading the output state vectors and formatting them for input has been
modified to interpolate between the output points. As a check, the tether
length is also computed for the interpolated state vector. The interpolated
state vectors At these times have been used as input to the third stage of
the processing which is steady state integration from the end of the retrieval
to the next apogee passage where the Shuttle undocks with the tether system.
In order to determine the orbit of the tether system after undocking from the
Shuttle the program for reading the state vectors has been modified to read
the masses of the upper and lower pallets, and compute the state vector for
	
the center of gravity of * h° te t he r system	 Thi s state vector :° then usedVV	 Y	 b.l^. .11•	 11 I J J lr0 V	 ♦ G^. Vr I J VI
to calculate the post release semi-major axis and eccentricity of the orbit
of the tether system.
The first runs done in the steady state phase were unsatisfactory because
of the linear interpolation used to obtain the initial conditions from the
output of the retrieval phase. Since both the position and velocity are
rotating vectors, the linear interpolation results in a systematic shortening
of the magnitude of the radius vector and velocity, which makes the orbits
too low. The perigee is reduced by approximately 7 times the error in the
radius vector which was about 10 km in one of the cases. The interpolation
has been modified by retaining the same linear interpolation for the direction
of the state rectors but obtaining the magnitude of the vectors by linear
interpolation between the magnitudes of the output position and velocity
vectors. This method should give much better results particularly for a
circular or low eccentricity orbit. For each of the two cases (payload
release on the forward and backward swings) the orbit of the center of mass
I
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o-F the tether system after undocking at apogee has been calculated
ant,lytically from the state vector at apogee. The final retrieval run to
put the tether into its original condition has been omitted since it does
not appear to be essential judging, from analysis of the runs up to this
point.
An assumption inherent in the theoretical formulas used to calculate
the state of the system at various stages is that the center of mass of
the system does not change significantly during deployment and retrieval.
In a long system, there is a difference between the center of mass and the
"orbital center" of the system defined as the point where the gravitational
and centrifugal accelerations are equal. For this case, the orbital center
of the whole system fully deployed is at 399.756 km when the center of mass
is at 400 km. That is there is a difference of almost 1/4 km between the
two centers of the system. The angular velocity before deployment in a
circular orbit at 400 km is .001131402 rad/sec. When deployed with the
center of mass at 400 km in a circular orbit the angular velocity is
.001131463 rad/sec. The program for computing the orbit of the center of
mass has been tested on a short equilibrium run in the fully deployed state.
The program computed an apogee of 401.46 km and perigee of 400.00 km. The
distance from the apogee to the orbital center at 399.757 km is 1.70 km
wh';h is 7 times the distance of .243 km between the center of mass and the
orbital center. Since it is the orbital center of the system that orbits
the same as a free particle, it has been decided to use the orbital center
rather than the center of mass as a reference point for studying the motion
of the center of the system. The position of the orbi ,.,al center of the
system r is given by the expression
r - [Emiri /(Emi /ri)il/3
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where the is are measured from the center of the earth. The program has
been modified to compute the state vector at the orbital center and derive
the orbital parameters of that state vector.
In order to study the behavior of the center of the system as a
function of time, two additional plots giving the altitude and velocity of
the orbital center have been added to the program that reads the output
state vectors. Figure 11 shows the plots for the deployment phase of the
operation. The orbital eccentricity resulting in fluctuations of about .93
km shows clearly at the beginning of the run. There is a decrease in mean
altitude at the end of the run to about 398.5 km. The decrease in altitude
is larger than can be attributed to the difference between the center of
mass and the orbital center. The decrease of 1.5 km is on the order of
other minor effects and has not been studied to understand the underlying
reasons. An approach for studying the problem is discussed earlier in this
report. Plots of the altitude of the center of mass have been done for the
other phases also. Since the other phases are all less than two orbits it
is difficult to determine a mean altitude from the plots. Orbital elements
have been zomputed at the beginning and end of each run for the orbital
center. In addition, the elements for the tether system and the Shuttle
have been calculated from the state vector at the time the Shuttle undocks
at apogee.
Table 1 gives the apogee, perigee and semi-major axis (SMA) in km for
the times of interest in all the SKYHOOK runs. Run 1 is the deployment of
the system out to 100.6 km. Run 2 is the retrieval to 47.068 km after re-
leasing the payload at 18800 secoids on a forward swing of the tether. Run
3 is the retrieval after release on a backward swing at 20400 seconds. Run
4 is a steady state integration starting from the state vector after 5970
secoods of retrieval in run 2. Run 5 is a steady state integration using
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Figure 11. Altitude (cm) and velocity (cm/sec) of the orbital center
during the deployment phase and steady state integration
Just after completion of deployment.
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Table 1
Line Run Time Dbnses Apogee Perigee STIA
1 1 0 86+23.109 400.9365 399.0645 400.0005
2 1 18800 86+23.109 399.5903 356.9313 08.2608
3 1 18800 19.109 1C75.0220 478.4437 776.73^9
4 1 20400 86+23.109 400.2854 397.2581 398.7717
5 1 20400 19.109 8916.1484 476.7392 606.4438
6 2 0 86 + 4 302.3.875 265.7070 323.9473
7 2 5970 86 + 4 382.5229 266.0826 324.3028
6 3 0 86 + 4 380.6198 301.6923 341.1561
9 3 6206 86 + 4 380.9478 301.8230 341.3054
10 4 0 86 + 4 382.5229 266.0826 324.3028
11 4 5100 86 + 4 382.5223 266.3773 324.2998
12 4 5100 6 + 4 404.6969 379.3752 352.0361
13 4 5100 80 380.3441 251.5480 315.9460
14 5 0 86 + 4 380.9478 301.8230 341.3854
15 5 4850 86 i 4 380.6854 301.8620 341.3837
16 5 4050 6 + 4 419.88:8 396.5453 408.2153
17 5 4850 80 37E.7827 287.4So2 333.1335
Apogee, perigee, and semi-major axis at various stages
of the launch sequence. The values are for the orbital
:enters of the masses listed in the fourth column, namely
--.^e Shuttle (80 tons), lower pallet (6 tons), upper pallet
(4 tons), upper pallet plus payload (23.109 tons), Shuttle
plus lower pallet (86 tons), and payload (19.109 tons).
Run 1 is the deployment, runs 2 and 3 are partial retrieval
after release on the forward and backward swings respec-
tively, and runs 4 and 5 are steady state runs from the end
of the retrieval in runs 2 and 3 respectively to the next
apogee passage.
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as input the state vector after 6. 106 seconds of retrieval in run 3. In
run 1, the lower mass is 86 tons and the upper is 23.109. In the other
runs, the lower mass is lib tons and the upper is 4 tons. For runs 4 and
5 the state vector for the orbital center of the tether system alone has
been computed at the time of unlocking. Thy, mass of the lower pallet is
6 tons and the upper is 4 tons. Finally, the state vector for the Shuttle
(80 tons) at the apogee of runs 4 and 5 has been used to get the orbit of
the Shuttle after undocking from the tether system. The masses listed in
the Table indicate which configuration is being computed.
Line 1 in Table 1 is the orbit at the beginning of the deployment.
The computed eccentricity agrees with the plots of altitude in Figure 11.
Lines 2 to 5 are the orbital parameters at the time of payload release on
the forward (18800 sec) and backward (20400 sec) swings. The average semi-
major axis of lines 2 and 4 is 398.5 km indicating a drop of 1.5 km during
deployment. This agrees with the results seen in the plots of the orbital
altitude vs. time. The semi-major axis of the orbital center is about .5
km higher on the backward swing (line 4) than on the forward swing (line
2). Lines 6 and 1 g ive the orbital parameters at the beginning and end
of the partial retrieval after release on the forward swing at 18800 sec.
The semi-major axis has increased by .36 km during the retrieval. Lines
8 and 9 are the corresponding results for retrieval after release on a
backward swing. The increase in altitude here is .23 km. The semi-major
axis is about 17.1 km lower in run 2 than in run 3 as a result of the
nreater eeA"^ v
 given to the payload by releasing on the forward swing.
Lines 10 and it give the orbital parameters at the beginning and end of
the steady state run from the end of retrieval to tether system release
at apogee for the case of payload release on the forward swing. The semi-
major axis is nearly constant. line 12 is the saebsequent orbit of the
40.
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tether system after undockinq, and line 13 is the final n rh;t of the
Shuttle. Lines 14 through 17 give the corresponding informat'lon for the
case of payload release on a backward swing of the tether. Lines 14 and
15 show no change in semi-major axis. The average semi-major axis of the
tether system after undocking obtained from lines 12 and 16 is 400.1 km.
This 'is within .1 km of the theoretically calculated altitude of 400 km.
The orbit of the tether system is 8 kin higher than predicted for the case
of payload release on a forward swing and 8 km lower on the backward swing.
The tether system orbits are eccentric by 12.7 ana 11.7 km for the forward
and backward cases respectively. The average perigee of the Shuttle after
undocking from the tether obtained from lines 13 and 17 is 269.5 km. This
agrees within .1 km with the theoretically calculated value of 269.4 km.
The final Shuttle perigee is lei km lower or higher depending on whether the
payload is released on the forward or backward swing.
In conclusion, the simulations done with the SKYHOOK program give good
agreement with the theoretically calculated results from the M.I.T. study
and indicate the order of magnitude of the perturbing effect of librations
not considered in the theoretical study. The results indicate some altitude
changes during reeling operations, and fluctuations within the libration
cycle. These effects are about an order of magnitude smaller than the
impact of releasing the payload on the forward or backward swingy?.
F..
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1.	 Introduction
Rocket propulsion is a well established method for moving payloads in
space, and has thus far enjoyed a virtual monopoly in such applications.
This preeminence is likely to continue for the foreaaable future., but
with the advent of new and more flexible tools for access to space, such
as the Space Shuttle, and with the constant struggle for more payload per
unit cost, we ar• likely to witness the development of alternatives and
supplements that will achieve the same mission with less mass (and cost)
expenditure. Planetary gravity assist can be regarded as one such alter-
native, in practical use today; other concepts, such as geomagnetic pro-
pulsion, interplanetary ramJets, etc., have been proposed to future develop-
ments.
In this report, we explore a relatively simple concept for enhancing
interorbital transfer capabilities. It is wall known that in an extended
orbiting body only certain points (those on the Earth-centered circle
through the body's orbital center) are in centrifugal-gravitational equi-
librium. Other points in the body undergo a net resultant ford. (the
gravity gradient force), which, for elongated bodies, tends to align them
along the local vertical. Thus. if a satellite is joined to a larger
spacecraft in circular orbit by means of a long, lightweight cable (tether),
its equilibrium position would be directly above or directly below that
spacecraft, along the local vertical. A certain point (close to the system
center of mass), intermediate between satellite and spacecraft, would be in
true orbital equilibrium, while the two avd masses would be pulling on the
tether. If the masses of the two bodies are m, and mz, the cable length
2is L and the orbital angular velocity is S2, the cable tension is
m1m2
zF	 352 Lma z	 M12 = m l + m2 (reduced mass)
which can he recognized as the local weight of a body of mass m12
(close to the smaller of the two masses), times a factor 3L/RORBIT'
This force arises because the linear velocity of the (outer) mass
(inner)
is (greater) than that required for orbital equiiibrium at its
(smaller)
location. Therefore, if the cable is cut, the upper body will ento.r
an elliptical orbit whose perigee is at the initial altitude of that
body in the compound structure; simultaneously, the lower body enters
another elliptical orbit, this one with its apogee  at the initial
altitude of this body.
We can now imagine the lower body to be either an orbiting Space
Shuttle or an orbiting space platform, and the upper body to be a
relatively light satellite; if the tether is long, the satellite will go
into a high elliptical orbit, while the platform will enter an orbit
with a slightly lowered perigee. If we want the system to be reuseable,
some thrust must be applied to the platform to raise it to its original
orbit. We will see in what follows that the total impulse required to
do this is at least equal to that which would be required to place the
satellite in its high ultimate orbit using thrust instead of the tether.
However, and this is the crucial point of the system, the platform can
be raised using high specific impulse, low thrust, electric rockets in
the period between missions, while in each mission the satellite is
inserted in its orbit in a rapid. quasi-impulsive manner by the tether.
3Alternatively, in the! case where the Shuttle is the lower spacecraft, we
may choose to reenter after releasing the payload, with no need to reestab-
lish the orbit. Some operational complications arise in this case, as will
be discussed in the text, but the maneuver is feasible within certain limits.
The net effect in either case can be a large overall propellant savings in
the upper stage, or, equivalertly, the ability to transfer significantly
larger payloads with a given amount of propellant.
In the present study we have identified and assessed a variety of
ways to implement these concepts. Given the limited scope of the effort,
the study has been restricted to conceptualizing each system, performing
first order orbital calculations to determine payload gains, and, at least
for a few of the most attractive systems, carrying out conceptual designs
that allow estimates of mass and power to be made. In addition, detailed
tether dynamical studies were made for one case where apparently no prior
work existed (see Appendix 4 ) ,	 and very limited cost estimations
were made for some of the systems in order to gain itisight on return-on-
investment times.
For the purposes of this final report we have chosen to present the
material in what seems to be the most logical order, namely, from the
simpler and most clearly feasible systems to those whose implementation
offers difficulties, but which, by the same token, offer the greatest
potential promise in terms of performance. This is not the order in which
the work evolved chronologically, and some unevenness of detail may be
unavoidable as a consequence.
For the sake of clarity, we present here a brief description of each
of the systems studied, with some commants on their salient features. A
4detailed discussion of each of them is to be found in the body of the report:
(a) Tethers as Shuttle facilities. The simplest implementation of
'^.	 the tether concept is when the tether system is permanently attached to
i	
the Shuttle and is flown into and out of space in each mission. Clearly,
this displaces some Shuttle payload, and its utility must be restricted.
We found, however, that for high energy Shuttle missions, such as polar
orbits, where payload is not .limited by structural considerations, the
Shuttle flight envelope can be appreciably extended by a short, rewindable
on-board tether.	 For 78.5° orbits, no advantage was found using tethers.
(b) Space-based, low mass tether systems. 	 Another
promising system is one where the tether and its associated hardware are left
in space after each reuse. For tether lengths not exceeding some 100-150 Km,
depending on payload, the lower mass can be provided by the Shuttle itself,
docked to the rewinding end of the tether. Payloads are brought up by the
Shuttle, each attached to its Orbital Transfer Vehicle; they are mounted
on the tether end, the tether is deployed and the payload is released, after
which the OTV fires to place the payload in its transfer orbit. The Shuttle
now enters a lower elliptical orbit, but not low enough to force reentry;
the tether is partially rewound and released at a condition such that, after
autonomous completion of rewinding, it is Jack in its original orbit. The
Shuttle now reenters.
For the lengths indicated for this and the previous system, the tether
mass is fairly small, and winding-unwinding operations, using rate controls
that have been studied elsewhere (Ref. 1.1 ), should present little problem.
Payload increases of some 13% are indicat ed for a Centaur OTV used from LEO
to GEO with a 100 Km tether. Deep space , issicous can also be significantly
enhanced.
5(c) Platform-based intermediate tether systems. 	 Higher perfo-^ance
can be obtained with longer tethers. At this point, however, a lower platform
more massive than one empty Shut^le becomes necessary to prevent reentry after
release of the payload. Orbiting space stations of the kind envisioned for
the 1990's are natural candidates, Now, the platform orbit must be restore,;
by application of low level, long duration, high specific impulse thrust.
This, in turn, establishes fairly high requirements for electrical power on
the space station, which may become the factor limiting ' 	 achievable tether
length. In addition, the tether itself becomes too massive to be conveniently
rewound after each mission; an alternative concept that was evolved consists
of a "ferry" or elevator which travels the length of the tether (up to some
250-300 Yea) to deliver th€ payload =OI' combination and return. The dynamics
of this travelling ferry was studied in some detail, and no real problems
were encountered, although, as in other systems, climbing rate must be care-
fully controlled. For Centaur transfers from LEO to CEO, a 250 Km tether
of this sort allows some 38% payload increase, but requires about 400 Kw of
electrical power in the space station (for orbit recovery in 14 days).
(d) Large-scale tether systems for LEO-GEO transfer. We also studied
more ambitious systems involving two permanent tethers, one in LEO (radially
out) and one in CEO ( radially in). The payload -OTV is released by the lower
tether and a first impulse is applied by the OTV to enter a Hohmann orbit.
At its apogee, a second impulse matches speed with the lower end of the CEO
tether, and, after capture by it, the payload travels along the tether to
CEO orbit. By proper choice of parameters, the rendezvous can be attempted
again after an integer number of orbits. This system can in principle be
pushed to the limit where no propulsion is needed on the payload, if the
F_
6initial LEO orbit is equatorial; however, this requires tethers with lengths
of the order of 1200 Kin in LEO and 10.000 Km in GEO, and of great mass.
Intermediate solutions are possible using nonzero impulses in LEO and GEO;
for instance, a 430 Km LEO tether (weighing 7.5 times the OTV mass) and a
5900 Km GEO tether (of mass 10 times that of the OTV) can be combined to
obtain a factor of 2.8 in payload capacity for a Centaur vehicle.
Ref. 1.1
	 Charles C. Rupp, NASA TM x-64963 "A tether tension control
law for tethered subsatellites deploye Tong the local
vertical.."
"
2.	 Tethers as Shuttle Facilities
Use of a tether system as a permanent facility of the Shuttle does
not appear justified for missions that fall within the operational envelope
of the orbiter with its integral OMS tanks. This is because, even though
the tether allows deployment of the payload from a lower Shuttle orbit
(typically an elliptic one.), the payload cannot be increased due to other
constraints, such as payload bay structural integrity and c.g. location.
The only savings are then in the use of less OMS fuel, but theca cannot
balance the loss of reve^,ue from the payload displaced by the tether itself.
An example is shown in Tablc 2.1: a 47 Km '.Rther allows payload to >e placed
in a 500 / 500 Km orbit from a Shuttle in a 185 /453 Km orbit, with an OMS
fuel savings of $33,000. However, the mass and length of the tether
facility displaces payload worth $2.80 M. Similar results are shown for
a polar orbit.
There are some possible scenarios where a Shuttle based tether could
be cost-effective. These refer to low Earth orbits high enough (particularly
for polar orbits) that payload is limited by OMS fuel capacity, including
extension kits. A trade-off study is next presented to determine how far
the operating envelope can be extended by a permanent Shuttle tether.
If the OMS fuel extension kits are not available to the Space Trans-
portation system, then the relevant comparison is between the basic Shuttle
with only the integral OMS tanks and the Shuttle with the on-board tether
system. The advantages of the tether system are then apparent, resulting
in a flight envelope comparable to that afforded by the fuel kits.
x
8r--
TABLE 2.1
COST TO LOW LNFR(Y MISSION**
Space Telescope
Orbit 50OKm/28.80
Weight of Payloar, 	 ;kg ) 11,000
Length of Payl.;'ad
	 (m) 13.1
Diameter of Payload (m) 4.26
Cost to current Shuttle ($M) 20.20
Cost to Shuttle + Orbiter based
tether system ($N,) 23.00
Lost revenue from displaced payload ($M) -2.80
OMS fuel savings ($M) (0.033)
Benefit of using tether system ($M) -2.77
1) Cost per Shuttle flight = $27.3 at ETR
$46.9 at WTR
2) Elliptic Shuttle orbit + tether transfer
perigee altitude = 185 km
Polar Orbit
1000 FCm/ 9 7 °
3,000
9.0
23.07
29.8
-6.73
(0.083)
-6.647
9Calculation of the Shuttle Mission Envelope with an On-Board Tether System.
We adopt as a prototype mission one where payload is to be delivered
to a circular orbit by releasing it from a tether which is attached to a
reeling de•.• ice carried on board the Shuttle, and which is subsequently re-
trieved by it. The Shuttle itself flies an elliptic orbit with its apogee
lower than the payload orbit (by an amount equal to the tether length). It
is injected into this orbit by a ®locity increment applied by the OMS at
some point in a standard 185 Km circular parking orbit. After release of
the payload, the Shuttle enters a new elliptic orbit with perigee lower than
the original 185 Km, and then de-orbits by application of an additional AV
(such as to give a theoretical perigee of 0 Km). For calculations, one
further OMS firing of 30.5 m/sec (106.7 m/sec for WTR launch) i ts sasumed
for insertion of the loaded Shuttle irto the parking orbit, and a 12.8 m/sec
AV reserve is assumed.
An example launch sequence (for an intended payload orbit of 600 Kri
altitude and 28.5° inclination) is shown in Table 2.2.
Starting from the parking orbit at radius R  (equal to the perigee
length of the trans).tr orbit), the Shuttle enters the transfer orbit of
apogee RA
 by an OMS firing having a AV of
SLR/U	 AAV	 R
A, RP '\ RA+ R  - 1	 (1)
The angular velocity at apogee can be expressed as VAAA , and must
be equal to that in a circular orbit at the final payload radius
R  = RA + LT , where LT
 is the tether length. This gives
2R
RA RA- R	 Rf	 (2)p
;a
10
which can be rewritten as
2R	 (F
_ _..P- _
R  + RP - LT
;'his equation is to be solved for the t
the parking orbit radius and the final
follows from Eq. (1), using RA - R f - La
,,
11
Table 2.2.	 Typical sequence of mission events
STS/on-board tether system
From t R to 28.5° 600 km circular
orbit
Event	 delta-V(OMS)	 Resultant
m/sec	 ha/hp, km
Shuttle insertion	 30.5	 185/185
Injeceion burn	 100.4	 534.3/185
Payload release orbit	 600/600
Shuttle after P.L. release 	 516.2/68.8
Shuttle deorbit	 55.1	 516.2/0
(note: delta-V reserve m 12.8 m/sec)
12
The tension T in the tether is constant if its own matis can be ignored
relative to '.,e satellite mass. If we furthez assume that the satellite
mass is small compared to that of the Shuttle (a conservative assumption),
and that the tension at perigee can be estimated as if the orbit were
circular with R - R . we can write (Ref. 2.1)
p'
T -
	
^	
3 +	
\A,
L R	 1-+A	 l+a
p
where ML is the payload mass and ^ - LT/Rp.
For a Kevlar Aramid cable of 0.9 mm diameter the mass is m - 0.59 Kg/Km,
and the minimum break strength is ':' Br. - 90 Kg - 882 Nt. Allowing a
safet y factor f s (f s = 5 was used in calculations), the number of strands
T.f
is sT	 and the tether mass is
Br
T.f m
MT - TBr s LT
The mass of the reeling -ad other devices is expected to be proportional
to the t ether mass. Based on Ref. ( 2 . 1),we estimate for the total tether
system
MTs - 4.7 MT
Notice that, to this approximation, MTs is proportional to ML , the
Ref. 2.1 NASA CR-132780, Appendix D, p. 222.
Note that somewhat different values of the working stress have been used
in other sections of this report. The value used in each case has been
clearly identified, however. For a discussion of the uncertainties in an
estimate of this parameter, see Appendix 1.
(4)
(5)
(6)
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payload mass; the quantity
MTs	 (7)
mTs - ML
is therefore a function of the orbital parameters, but not of ML
The mass of the orbiter at ME burnout is
M  - MGe + ML + MTs + M 	 (8)
where Moe is the empty mass and M  the mass of OMS fuel carried (either
that in the integral OMS, or including an integer number of OMS kits as
well). The fuel required for insertion into the parking orbit plus
injection into the transfer orbit (total velocity increment - W l )
is Mo(1-Ui) where
-AVI/gI
Ui - e	 sp	 (9)
The mass after releasing the payload is then M0 UI - ML , and after the
deorbiting burn (IW 2 ) , the mass is
(M0U, - ML) U2	 with
W2 - e-AV2/Slap
	
(10)
This mass is to be equated to Moe , MTs' since, by assumption, all
the OMS fuel has been used up:
[(Moe + ML + MTs + Mp ) WI - ML IU2 - Moe+ Ts	 (11)
and using MTs s 
ML II°Ts '
14
N p : ' I"j, - Moe (1 - uiu:)
mTS (1 -
	
+ uz(1 - Ui)
This equation allows calculation of the maximum payload capability
of a Shuttle-tether system combination for a given payload orbit and a
given oMS option. An additional limitation was used, namely, that *h,e
sum of the pa yload, tether system and OMS kits should not exceed 29500 Kg,
the full load capability of the Orbiter.
The results of these calculations are displayed in Fig. 2.1 (for ETR
launch into a 28.5° inclination orbit) and Fig. 2.2 (for WTR launch into
a 104° orbit). The basic Shuttle envelopes shown for reference were
calculated from the same basic equations, modified to allow variable
'parking orbit" altitudes and no tether.
Fig. 2.1 shows that the combination Integral-OMS-plus-tether has
substantially more payload capacity than the basic Integral OMS Shuttle
for a 28.5 ` orbit; it allows.for instance, 21 Ton payloads to a 700 Km
orbit without an y extension kit. The same is true when OMS kits are added
to both systems (without and with tether). When we consider the envelope
of the curves for the tether system with varying numbers of extension fuel
kits, we find that it does not exceed the corresponding envelope without
tethers. Thus, if extension kits were available, the usefulness of the
on-board tether would be marginal.
For the polar orbit case, Fig. 2.2 shows the same, and even more
pronounced, gains in payload
-altitude performance for polar orbits. In
fact, even the envelope is now extended; i.e., certain missions which
are simply not accessible to the Shuttle with any number of extension
(12)
15
kits now become feasible. This is the case for orbits between 500 and 700
Km, for which payload extension of some 2 tons become possible using the
integral OMS tanks plus a tether system. An example of the use of this
extended capacity would be the possibility of placing the 11 ton Space
Telescope in a 600 Km polar orbit. Similarly, while no payload can be
delivered by the Shuttle to orbits higher than 960 Km (even with two extra
fuel kits), the tether system with one single kit allows some 4.4 tons to
be placed in 1000 Km orbit (2 tons with the tether and no kit)..
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3.	 Space-Based, Low Mass Tether System.
Preliminary Considerations.
The concept of leaving the tether in orbit for reuse was introduced
early in our study, and validated by simple orbital dynamics calculations,
which showed marked increases in payload capability both for orbit trans-
fers and for deep space missions. In these initial calculations, the
reaction mass attached to the tether base was assumed large for simplicity,
and no account was taken of tether mass (although the tether length was
restricted to less than 400 Km to keep its mass within reasonable limits,
see !appendix 1) .
Table 3.1 shows some results of these calculations, assuming a two-
stage IUS vehicle is attached to the payload and used for the initial and
circularization firings in a LEO-GEO transfer. The tether is attached
to a massive LEO base. Payload increases of roughly 20% per 100 Km of
tether are predicted.
Similar results for deep space missions are shown in Table 3.2, this
time in conjunction with a Centaur vehiclt. The value of c 3 . 80 Km20sec2
is typical of direct Galileo orbits, and, as shown, an 8% payload increase
is predicted per 100 Km tether length. For other excess hyperbolic
velocities, the results are given in Fig. 3.1.
3-t System des, riptior.
While these calculations clearly show the desirability of such tether
systems, they ignore the complications due to the finite mass of the lower
platform. In particular, these can be importanL if this platform is simply
the Space Shuttle, plus possibly a lighter station at the lower tether end.
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Table 3.1
YAYI.01n B1111 rIT I'01: GL0,SY1,:11;20SU11S ORBIT TrANSrER*
Toth I 1" ' .- I L'ii	 Payload 1 •'cight	 Payload incri-ave
0.10	 (ky)	 0.)
	
t	 0	 74G!j
`	 1C•1	 3122	 18
	
{ 3675	 392 0G
I
	
` EE	 300	 432E•	 63
f 40()	 5100	 93
Calculation condititms:
1. S111+'1.7-", + Two stage 3.03
Stays
	
1.	 2
I:^r(sCC)	 291.9 289.7
f stru.	 .946	 .933
IAT rrop.(kg)	 9707 (2722)
2. Parking .orbit:	 30U/300 km
3. Tr thcr system dock with shnttic ir, Parking orbit.
	
r	 ^!)
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Table 3.2
PAYJ,,-hit i:::NF.r'IT	 FOR SOLAR SYSTO . ; EXPLORAT)014 "
f'3 Tattier	 )(.-igth injected	 Inervarc
(ktn) (l:yl (c)
3.^ 0 76113
P0 8253 7.2
200 $b', 7 15
300 9511 23.6
.1 " ► t	 400 10219 32.8
CG 0 224E
100 2413 7.4
200 2`,89 15.''
3(11 2771 25.3
400 2463 31.9
s"
Calculatiun conditions:
1. S117TTLE + CENTAUR
1sp = 444 sec
WT of propellant =
	 ?360 P, Y.g
Dry WT _ 1827 kq
2. Parking orbit:	 300/300 him
3. Tether system dock with uhuttl e i n parkin.+ or}wit .
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This combination is quite attractive in that it reduces to a minimum the
needs for elaborate and costly space platforms, and is therefore amenable
to an early implementation. In the remainder of this section we describe
and analyze a reuseable, low mass tether system for use in conjunction
with the present Space Transportation System.
3.2 Space-based, low mass tether Rvstems for orbl.tal transfer aPsist.
The core of this system is a pair oii relatively light space platforms
connected by a tether of up to about 100 / 200 Km length. The .tower platform
can be quite similar to the pallets used as Airborne Support Equipment
(ASE) for mating the IUS rocket vehicle to the Shuttle payload bay. It
would be designed to house the wind /unwind mechanism and controlr, to house
the fully wound tether during initial launch and 'between missions, and to
dock and interfac^ with the Shuttle for subsequent missions.
The second, or upper platform, has as its mission to receive the OTV/
payload package from each loaded Shuttle after its docking with the lower
platform, to hold this package during tether unwinding, and to release it
after stabilization at the fully extended position. Due to the low gravity
gradient forces involved in this system, this upper pallet can be consider-
ably lighter than the aforementioned ASE.
f'
l
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After releasing the OTV, the tether would be rewound in stages as
discussed below, and the whole system would be left in orbit for reuse.
Since its total mass is of the order of 15 Tons, the systwa can be de-
livered by one single initial Shuttle flight. Its reuseability is in
principle only limited by tether wear.
Following is a step-by-step description of the typical mis=sion
for this system:
Stage 0: Shuttle flight delivers tether system to orbit (between
300-400 Km). System consists of a lower pallet, designed
to dock with subsequent Shuttles and to wind-unwind the
tether, a length of tether (100-200 Km, depending on pay-
load), and an upper pallet, or teleoperator, designed to
hold the OTV and payload.
Stage 1: Later, another Shuttle flight docks with tether system.
OTV + payload is transferred to upper: pallet. Tether is
unwound slowly, at controlled rate. After stabilization,
OTV is released.
Stage 2: OTV fires, places payload on transfer ellipse. At GEO,
MV circularizes.
Stafie 1: Shuttle, docked to pallet and with extended tether enters
an elliptic orbit ,  with perigee above sensible atmosphere.
While in this configuration, tether is partially rewound,
until its c.g. coincides at apogee with original e.g.
altitude.
7
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Stage 4: Shuttle releases(at one apogee passage)tether system, which
staya in original circular	 • 't.	 After release, pallet
completes tether rewinding. 	 Shu.:tle itself goes into slightly
modifi.:d elliptic orbit, from whic^it reenters as desired.
Tether system is ready for reuse.
3.3
	 P erformance analysis.
Nomenclature:
L	 a tether length
ML 	- mass of OTV + payload
M mass of upper pallet
up Mtots sum of these
MT	- mass of tether
MLp	
- mass of lower pallet
MSH	
, mass of lower platform (Shuttle)
P'LEO ` radius of orbit for autonomous tether system.	 After Shuttle
docking; and tether deployment, P.LEO is the orbit radius for
the overall e.g.
G	 W Overall e.g. before OTV release
G'	 M Overall e.g. after OTV release
x	 0 distance from Shuttle to G
x' W distance from Shuttle to G' before partial rewinding
x'	 W distance from Shuttle to G' after partial rewinding
iTS 0 distance from Shuttle to tether system e.g. after partial rewinding
13
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Before payload release (but after tether deployment), the overal c.g.
(G) is at a distance x from the Shuttle-mated lower pallet:
ML + Mu 
p 
+ MT/2
MTOT	
L
MAP
MTOT- W ML + MT ' Mu + ML
P	
p
AfterM
L
 separates, the new c.g. (G') is at
x
v '°
M 
UP 
+ MT/2 L
MTOT- ML
Point C' now enters an elliptic orbit
with apogee
Lea aR ... RLEO- (x-x')
and apogee velocity
v
a
-CEO [RLEO-(x-x')]
Using
2R
v2
	 - p	
and expandinga R R + R
a a p
to 1st order in (x-x')/ !LEO, we find from the above
R P = 
RLEO - "'K-X')
iC
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Next, we slowly rewind,, while G' stays in the same elliptic orbit.
When the new tether length is k, the distance between G' and the Shuttle
is
x^ a Mup+ T/2
MTOT-ML
where 11T
 MT 1/1,
N	
` -
	
and_'LPG MLP + (1 - L) MT
--;--- 
G.	 jks so that FIT f R Lp MT + MLp
Also, the distance to the e . g. (GTS ) of the
tether system alone is
M + RT/2
^L
up
xTS	 LP + Mr + KuP
	The orbital eccentricity e _ R  + R	 R
p
 = 
6 x - x' forces in-plane
a	 p	 R.EO
oscillations of the tether at the orbital frequency and with amplitude e.
^^
	
	 X'X -It can be shown readily that their effect^6f seccnd order in
	
	 ,
LEO
and will not be included it this analysis (although they should be assessed
in a more careful study).
The forward speed of GTS at apogee is therefore
'GTS' '
a + (xTS- x') ..1
'r, „
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We want to stop rewinding and release the OTV at apogee when vGTS
coincides with the orbital speed at the locatirj:i of GTV i.e., at
	
RGTS= RG'+ iTS- x'	 RLEO+ 'TS_ x' - x + x'
This leads to the condition
u	 = =
RL
3 ( R
LEO
,,. (x - X') ) + V=RL   (xTs_ x')
	
"7.E0+x
TS—x+x
—fix w Z.EO
	
EO
or, after expansion and simplification,
	
1S — x 	 x — x'
In words, the c.g. of the tethei system alone must be made to coincide
with the original overall c.g.	 If thfAi condition is satisfied at the instant
the Shuttle detaches from the partially rewound tether system, the latter
(its c.g.) will remain in the original circular orbit. Final rewinding after
this time will not affect this result, and so the fully retracted tether
system is ready for reuse.
Using the formulas derived for x, x', XTs and P , we can now calculate
the required partial rewinding length:
	
= Mup + 2 L	 Mup+ 2 L	 pML + Mu + MT/2	 Mup + KT/2
-	 'E	 L -
 "TOT- MM^ L
	
MOT-ML-MSH MTOT_ ML	 MTOT	 "TOT "L
or, after simplification
	
_	 +	 (^)$+ 2 ML M 
S MSH+ p+ MT/2
T	 'TOT T	 Ski
where	 MTS = MLP+ MT + Mup ( tether system mass).
v
a
Hence its new perigee is at
Rp,SH . EO
Phis may in some cases be actualio ntgner rnan me a.tziruoe or cne bnuctie
it, the first perigee passage after payload release, but before any rewinding.
ItILIS, one should also check this altitude.
11MIN,SH. = kp,C' - x' -RE
	-
LEO - 7x + 6x'
Numerical Example.
Consider the case where the system is orbited at 
RLEO= 
RE + 400 Km,
the tether length is 100 Km and the loaded Centaur mass is 19,109 Kg.
Of this mass. 5009 Kg are payload.
For these conditions the tether mass is (Fez Appendix 1).
After releasing the tether sy
elliptic orbit with apogee ac
R • R_, _ x•
8	 ^^^GG
with apogee velocity
MT a 0.140 x 19,109 = 2675 Kg
7PRECEDING PAGE B1 ANK NOT FILMED
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We find for this example ®V p - 2235 m/sec , GVa = 1448 m/sec
Using the Centaur data M  - 10870 Kg, M s - 3230 Kg, lop - 444 set,
the payload mass then is
Mpay - 4935 Kg
and the loaded OTV mass is
ML - 18,992 Kg
These are indeed close to the assumed values. For comparimon, if the
tether were not used, one would need dVa - 2398 m/sec, 6Vp = 1456 m/sec,
giving Mpay 4356 Kg. Thus, the tether system allows a 13.3% increase in
payload to GEO.
The same calculation was repeated for L 150 Km, ML- 19,412 Kg
of which 5312 Kg are payload), MT Q 0.711 ML - 6910 Kg and, on account
of the higher tether mass to be rewound and stored, MLP - 13,000 Kg.
The results are now
MTOTAL - 123,322 Kg
x = 32.68 Km
£ = 105.76 Km
k^' = 6.56 Km
t
_MIN,SH _ 23.5.8 Km
MTS = 23,910 Kg
x' = 10.16 Km
M
T = 4,892 Kg
xTS- 28.51 Km
hSH,P - 200.6 Km
Thus, 150 Y.m is still feasible with a full Centaur payload, allowing a payload
increase of 20.5% over the unassisted Centaur. However, the tether system is
now bulky and heavy enough that rewinding operations may begin to be cumber-
some.
...
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3.5	 Estimation of Pallet Masses for the 100 Km Case.
From the masses and c.g. locations of the previous examples, the
tether tension can be calculated. After payload release, but before
significant rewinding, we find
F - 980 Nt
whereas immediately after Shuttle detachment,
F - 530 Nt
A rewinding velocity of 1 m/sec is assumed. This should cause librations
of no more than 2-4° amplitude, provided appropriate damping and terminal ten-
sion control is exerted, and implies some 14 hrs. for each of the two rewind-
ing phases (under Shuttle power and own pu er respectively).
With these data, the power required on board the lower pallet for the
autonomous rewinding phase is 530 watt. Allowing for mechanical losses
and some maneuvering margin, a 1 Kw power supply is adequate. This can be
provided in a variety of ways; perhaps the most compact for this application
would be a H 2 -0 2
 fuel cell similar to those in the Shuttle itself. The mass
and volume of cryogenic fuel needed is minimal, and the length of time when
cryogenics must be stored on the pallet is only the duration of the rewind-
ing phase. The mass of the 1 Kw fuel cell can be about 10 Kg, plus about
5 Kg for reactants and tankage.
The rewinding motor itself must also be on the lower pallet. It must
also be used as a generator to absorb the mechanical power generated during
the deployment of the tether with the OTV and payload at its end. Since
^",^ a	 .^.,.....,m...
J
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this operation is done while the pallet is mated to the Shuttle, the
generated power (about 5 KW peak), can be used to supplement the Shuttle's
own power supply, or can be radiated from a resistor bank. Allowing for
losses, an 8 KW DC motor-generator seems adequate; at a conservative
25 Kg/KW, this implies a mass of 200 Kg, to which we should add another
200 Kg for gearing to the low RPM required.
Additional mass items for the love- pallet include the reel drum and
supporting structure. The volume of the fully rewound tether is about
2.1 M 3 ; an aluminum drum 1,.2 m. long with a core diameter of 0.4 m and
end plates of 1.6 m, using 2 cri Al. thickneso has a mass of 200 Kg. A
similar mass can be assumed for the drum supports.
The main structure of the pallet itself, including its Shuttle inter-
faces, can ccm servatively be .Likened to the Airborne Support Equipment
for the IUS vehicle, which has a mass of 4160 Kg. After adding the items
just discussed (power, motor-generator, reel and reel support), the lower
pallet mass comes to 4975 Kg. Thus, even allowing for 10% growth, the
6000 Kg used in the calculations sews conservative. Regarding the upper
pallet, its mein _f eatures may t.gain be likened to those of the ASE, except
that, since launch loads need not be absorbed (only the approximately 1/20
g gravity gradient force), it must be possible to lighten its structure
considerably. Some attitude control propulsion should be added, mainly
for control of rotation about the tether line and of out-of-plane oscil-
lations; no estimate of these needs is available, but it is unlikely that
the required thrusters and fuel would exceed 500 Kg. Altogether, the
figure of 400 Kg for the upper pallet appears reasonable.
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3.6 Estimated Economic Per`ormance.
It is clear that a detailed assessment of the sconosaiaa of adopting
the scheme under discusrfion would require a much more thorough design and
systems study. However, some preliminary considerations can be advanced
at this point.
First, the initial development and deployment of the tether system
requires some up-f rout investment. Since only a medium level of technology
is involved, an R & D and procurement cost of $40 M can be estimated. Tc
this we muc- t_ add the initial launch costs assuming the Shuttle flight can
be shared, the 13,000 Kg tether system would displace cargo revenue of
about $18 M.
Let c0 be the cost per Kg for transportation to LEO ($1000/Kg for
the Shuttle) and Coty the procurement cost of.i%e tiTV (estimated at $SO M
for the Centaur). Let also MOTV , Mpay,O and Mpay be the OTV mass, pay-
load mass with no tether used and payload mass with the tether system.
Then, the costs per Kg of payload to GZO without and with tether are
OTV
cw/o . co (7a + 
MOTV ) + M
pity ,o	 pay,o
c 
	 co (1 + MOTV ) + M
Pay	 pay
a
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The cost saved per flight due to the extra payload allowed by the
tether is then
M
(cw/o- cw) Mpay (co O,fV + CO.^) (	 - 1)
pay .o
and, denoting by C
cap. the initial capital investment, the number of
flights required to pay back that investment is
C
N capM
(coMOTV + COTV) (M - 1)
pay.o
Using Ccap . 40 + 18 . 50 M$, co a $1000/Kg, MOTV . 15,000 Kg,
COTV . $50 M and a 13.3 % payload increase, we find
N a 6.9
which indicates a very rapid payback, and justifies ignoring discounting
considerations at this stage. Other issues that nead a deeper examination
are the possible increase in mi .ssic,o support costs due to the added
complexity of the transfer maneuver, and the impact of this maneuver on
the overall Shuttle flight costs. Some compensation may occur due to
the reduced deorbiting AV needed after the tether release.
.1	 .;
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^.	 Platform-Based Intermediate Tether Svstems
4.1 Introduction
,is shown in Appendix 1, the mass of a tether with a given mass at
its end increases about quadraticall,y with the tether length up to some
250 Km, after which, even with an optimally tapered cross-section, the
mass increases much faster. The numerical examples of Sec. 3 showed that,
for pavloads consisting of a fully loaded OTV of the Centaur or IUS type,
a free-flying, re-windable tether that uses the Shuttle as reaction mass,
is limited to about 150 Km in length. Beyond this length, a larger
reaction mass is necessary, with a means of restoring its orbit after a
launch, and rewinding becomes undesirable. In this section we consider
systems of this type, anchored to an orbiting Space Station. Insertion
of payloads into a LEO-G EO tra ms `er orbit is the mission studied in detail,
however, other missions may be possible for a Space Station-based permanent
tether facility, including capture and release of higher near-Earth
satellites for inspection and repair.
4.2 Tether-Assisted Insertion into GEO Transfer Orbit
The system to be considered can be summarized as follows:
a) A Low Earth Orbit space station is assumed to have a radial
outward tether deployed as a permanent facility. It must
also have some electric thrusting capability (over and above
that required for drag make-up).
b) This tether is restricted to lengths below 300 ton, in order
to keep the tether mass from becoming dominant for its own
tension. This length also provides a reasonable extrapolation
of already planned tether technology (_100 km).
oR(G1,,ft" ►- PAGES
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c) Payloads (attached to an OTV vehicle, such as Centaur or IUS)
are delivered by Shuttle flights to the space station, and are
attached to a sliding "ferry" for transportation to the other
end of the tether. The ferry must have a braking system, a
radiator for disposing of the brake heat, controls for speed
and some power generation capacity for return.
d) After release from the tether and, the 0111 engines are fired
to supplement the velocity up to that required for insertion
in a Hohmann ellipse leading to GEO altitude. 	 ^lrcularization in
GEO is made with a second OTV firing.
,
Let L be the tether length, MPL the mass of the combination space
platform--deployed tether and RLEO the orbital radius of the platform before
pa y load deployment. After deployment, the payload is at a radius R P
 = RLEO+
L	
M 
PL	 where m is the mass of payload, OTV and ferry, while the plat-
PL + m
m
form sinks to R
PL = RLEO - L
	
	
. The velocity of the payload just
M P(, + m
RP
after release isR
	
R	 and after adding a perigee impulse OV P , it becomes
LEO LEO
the perigee velocity of the transfer ellipse, with apogee at RGEO' namely
`RGEO
llr	 r
R P RP + RC.EO
Thus
u	 2RGEO	 _ u RP
GVP	
RP RP + RGM	 RLEO RLEO
or, in dimensionless form,
G V P	 2P
vC, LEO	 f -( f+ P) - 
f (1)
: ^i
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where vC LEO =
	
P
	
, p - RGEO , and f - 1 + 
-
1+v , with A - RLC, LEO
•	 E0	
R 
LEO	 7.EO
M
The usuLl expression for the Hohmann transfer is recovered for f - 1.
At the apogee, the circularization impulse must be
2R	
-	 —u .^
aVa vC,CEO -
	 RGEO R + Rp	
where vG U GEO	 R_
	
p	 GEO
or
`a	
= 1 -	
2f ..__
vC,CEO	 f + p
The platform mass must be large enough to prevent too low a platform
perigee after release; as shown in Section 3, this perigee is at
{1	
l+v) 
a
P,Fi, 2	 (1 q Av ) 3 RLEO	 (lye l+v) RLEO	
(3)
l+v
An example of calculations for this system is shown in Table 4.1.
The space statior; is taken to be in a 400 km orbit (RLEO = 6770 km) ,
while RGEO = 42200 km. The values of v	 shorn are those that would
MAX
give a ''_`C km platform perigee; a reduction by 1/1.5 is assumed for safety,
and is given as the v adopted (heavier platform). The tether mass is
cal.culatec for tapered Ketilar Aranid (p - 1.44 g/cm 3 , Q - 1.397x109NT/m2,
safety factor - 4). The payloads and initial OTV loaded masses are for
an assumed Centaur vehicle (structural mass = 3230 kg, propellant mass
10870 kg, exhaust u elL tty = 4355 m/sec). No orbital plane change was
(2)
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considered. As the table shows, there is a 20% gain in payload for a 150 km
tether, and a 38% gain for a 250 km tether. The mass of the mire itself
varies from 0.14 to 1.27 of the maximum end mass. Since this mass is
of t..	 rder of 25 ton in this example, the maximum tether mass (for
250 km) is about 32 tor. The platform mass varies from 5.3 to 14.7 times
the end mass (as a minimum); i.e., from 130 to 370 ton; presumably, this
would include the empty Shuttle attached to it. All these figures are
reasonable, and appear to be within the scale of the contemplated Space
Operations Center, or expansions of it.
Tether length (km) 0 100 150 200 2S0
X = L/RLEO 0 0.01477 0.02216 0.02954 0,93693
MAX 0 0.273 0.167 0.120 0.0937
.(adopted) 0 0.182 0.111 0.080 0.0625
M(Tether)/m 0 0.140 0.356 0.711 1.269
M(Platf.	 only)/m - 5.35 8.65 1.1.79 14.73
f 1 1.0125 1.0199 1..02735 1.03476
15V  (m/sec) 2398 2233 2133 2035 1938
4V a
 (m/sec) 1456 1447 1442 1437 1432
!AVIV-"	 (m/s pec) 3954 3680 3575 3472 3370
L	 (kg) 4409 5009 5312 5684 6076
0 (loaded OTV)(kg) 18,509 19,109 19,412 190784 20,176
Table 4,1 Performance of tether-assisted LEO-GEO system.
RLEO - 400 + 6370 km..
Centaur
OTV
La..	 — -
P 
38 A
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The Platform Propulsion System.
The climbout of the ferry would lower the platform c.g., and the
release of the payload/OTV would send the platform into an elliptic orbit
with perigee well above the atmosphere. A propulsion system is required
on board the platform to restore its orbit before the next launch. The
thrust can be applied either after or during the ferry excursion.
':erctir 4 bombardment ion engines have been developed to the point where
confident performance and :Hass estimations can be made. Byers (Ref.4.1)
presented a methodology based on extrapolations from existing thrusters
which can serve as the basis for our analysis. Specific impulses (Isp)
from below 2000 sec to over 4000 sec are possible by adjustment of
voltages. Very low values of 1 s lead to high propellant resupply rates,
as well as to low efficiency of the thrusters. On the other hand, very
high I sp implies high power requirements, with attendant mass increases.
We present next a study to determine the appropriate specific impulse for
our application.
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The input power to a battery of ion engines operating at exhaust
velocity c, with propulsive efficiency p and thrust F is
	
P = Fc/2 r p
	(4)
and in terms of the velocity increment LV to be imparted to a mass
'. in a time t 	 ,
	
P = ^Ic-V/2- p t b
	(5)
In Appendix 3, an expression (Eq. (28) of that Appendix) is
derived for the -V required to re-establish the orbit of a space
station at k, EO after release of a payload from the end of a tether
line of length L:
	
2.352 v ( L	 X	 )	 (E)
	
c	 LEO "Total
where m' is the mass released (OTV + payload), L is the tether length,
and v  is the circular velocity in LEO. If the engines operate after
payload release, the mass to be accelerated is X = *'TOT- m' . Also,
Eq. (5) gives the average power during orbit recovery, but, as shown
in Appendix 3, the thrust must be applied in a modulated fashion,
F	 FO (1 - 2 cos e)	 (7,
	where e is orbital azinuth from perigee.	 This leads to a ratio
i
Ymax	 1 F max	 5/2	 ( 8)
<o> s <<— IFF! > = 1.176
Therefore the peak power required is
	
^	 n
P	 s 5 c	 (1 - m ) ( R^ ) c	 Wmax
	
2 rip
	11 TOTLEO tb
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Some modification is needed if platform thrust is also applied
during the ferry climbouc phase, but since m'	 is typically - 0.1,
MTOT
the impact on Pmax is minimal. Notice the small sensitivity of Pmax
to Mplatform' and the proportionality with tether length.
The amount of propellant (21 9 ) used foilows from Eq. (6) :
i1/^V	 Vc
M I,	 'AV	 2.352 m'(1 - 
r	 )(LC	 m—	 > c
	 (10)s	 ^OT - LEo
The prropulsivc efficiency of ion engines increases as the
specific inpulse It Which they operate is increased.
In general. one can write
ncD
1 + 
( 2eV--- T
m  c
where 
ncD 
is the power conditioning and distribution efficiency,
VLOSS is the thruster power loss per ampere beam current and.e and
m  are the ion charge and mass respectively. From the detailed
analysis of Byers (Ref .4.1) one can use for existing and near teru-i
mercury ion engines at 0.95 propellant utilization fraction the
values
T1 s 0.752 , VLOSS= 133 Volts
D
this gives
Ti W
	 0.752
	
p	 1 + 1.282x10e/C2
(an almost equally good fit can be obtained for the more physical
	
value VLOSS ^ 150 Volts if n 	 is raised to 0.765).
D
Tip (11)
(12)
W.
r,
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The cast per riis!;ion includes some components that are sensitive
to the choice of exit velocity c for the ion engines. These are
(n) 1. recuriing cost c it M 	 , where C H 	is the cost of
s s	 s
mercury per Kg (in orbit)
(b) hon•recu-ran. costs ;
 mainly the cost C
	 M	 of the power
p s ps
system, vffiere Mp s = a 
max
P	 and a is the specific mass of
the power system (Kg/watt). Other non-recurring costs that
tray depend on c are those associated with the ion engine
hardware; higher specific impulse implies smaller fuel
tanks and other fuel-related components, but larger power
ccnd:itioning and power.-related components. Overall, Ref. 4.1
concludes that the engine system mass is insensitive to
specific impulse, so we omit this from our discussion.
We are thus led to choose the engine specific impure c/'g by
minimizing the partial cost
C
CH ME + - N a P
max
(13)
S 8
where N is the number of reuses of the power system. V y ing Eqs. (9),
(10) and (11) this can be rewritten as
= 1.063N
otc
 
t n (c + - c	 )	 (14)
b c
where
2 
C 
2e VLOSS
	 (15)ck	
M 
2	 1 c`Stb nc
	
ca 1.063 c 
N 
a	
(16)
Ps
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DiffercntiL:t ic.n gives
COPT = -^ I
 ck +
 ca
	
(17)
r-
i.e., 
`OF1'	 c  for no reusability, but cop - 1 N for many reuses.
An estimate of the cost of a multi-hundred Kw solar array can be
nbtained from Ref.4.2,where detailed design and costing is performed
for several types of arrays in the 400-600 Kw power range. The
lowest cost (for low concentration ratio GaAs cells) was found to be
326 $/Avg.TJatt, of which about 90 $/Watt corresponds to launch costs.
The array specific mass was also found to be about 10 Kg/Kw(BOL). For
an assumeu ratio of average to BOL power of 0.85, this leads to
27,70( S/KR array cost (7630 S/K£ for launch).
The high array launch cost just me-tioned is related to the special
arrangements for pressurized Shuttle !,ay stowage and self-deployment.
By comparison, supply of mercury propellant to the space station is
likely to be a simple operation: we assume a cost of mercury in orbit
of C
	
2000 $lKw (including a comparatively minor allowance for
g
purchase price).
The power system specific mass a includes not only the array itself,
but also other components, such as gimbals, regulators and battery system
for eclipses. For the first two items we follow Ref.4.3 and assume the
following masses:
Gimballing system	 4 Kg/Kw
Regulators	 5 Kg/Kw
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For the barter.ic.,^, we a .su:, ,c hiIt 2
 type, with energy density
17 ' tt hr/Kg and charge-discharge efficiency of 0.77 (Ref. 4.3).
The tot:.] energy storage .ieedcd can be calculated using the thrust
} p rofile of I.q. ^7) if the eclipse time is specified. The worst case
for shadclwine, occurs when the sun lies in the orbital plane, and
gi% , cs a sl arlo".' time,
3
t = 2^[ LEO sin- 1( RF
 )
	
sh	 u 	 PILEO
where fir is Die Earth radius.
An additional consideration to be made pertains to the relative
location of the eclipse zone and the orbital perigee; this is
important, since, according to Eq. (7), the perigee power demand is
only 1/5 of the peal:, demand (at apoZ^.c) . Apogee for the perturbed
platform orbit occurs at the location of payload release., and one can
in principle place it at orbital noon to minimize energy storage.
Since the fuel cost of moving the payload within a GEO orbit is small,
it seems reasonable to assume such a release strategy. With this
assumption, the mean power demand during eclipse is given by
<P	
ae
>	
0sh/2	 ^ /
sh	 _ 2	 12-3 cos 01	 2	 0.2216 - 0.6 RE LEO
+
	
Amax	 0sh -0	 S	 5	 sin-1(R
"LEO
where e sh = 2 sin-1 RE/RLEO is the orbital arc in shadow. A similar
calculation can be made for the rapacity excess during the sunlit phase
of an orbit for an array dimensioned for peak power.
^.,
(1.8)
(19)
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Some results of these calculations are shown in Table 4.2.
Table 4.2
Ort i t	 ^, J t i t Li d e	 ( I'J	 ) 100 200 300 400 500 600
Fla>:.	 `.'.:	 d	 tiT^^ (n;inute s) 35.37 37.26 36.56 36.08 35.73 35.46
0.1353 0.1279 0.1232 0.1201 0.1181 0.1166
sf,	 TI 13
ldcal	 stnra^,c r eq'c	 (1^
	 1 0.08652 0.07943 0.07507 0.07222 t; 3033 •' ^6891
P
max
Excess capacity during sunLiLht 2.123 3.009 3.516 3.976 4.402 4.799
storage required
The last row of Table 4.2 shows that no extra array area is required for
?,attery charging. The storage required is only weakly dependent on orbital
altitude. Using the value 0.07222 (for 400 Km orbits), and including a
hatter},
 efficiency of 0.77, the battery mass needed is
Ba ttery mass	 0.07222xl000([datt hr /K
w = 5.52 Kg/KwPeak power	 0.77x17	 (Watt hr/Kg)
Thus, including the array, gimballing, regulators and battery system,
we arrive at a power source specific mass
u = (1 0 + 4) 
+ 5 + 5.5 = 27.0 Kg/(Kw to engines)
	
(20)
0.85
where the factor of C.85 accounts for the extra FOL array area required to
accommodate cell degradation.
ilk i'e_d;	 p lie` c3
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For the case where the Cep. — ur OTV is used, the mass released is of
tl-e order of 20,000 Kg (See Sec. 3), varying slightly with LEO altitude
and tether length. For power estimation purposes, the ratio 
m/MTOT will
be assumed to be 0.06; this is compatible with a safe platform perigee
height, and in any case, is an insensitive parameter (Eqs. (9), (10)).
Finally, we choose a total ion engine firing time of 14 days; as we will
see below, this is about twice the ferry roundtrip time adopted in this
study, and should therefore set the maximum mission frequency for the
tether system.
With thesQ parameters, Eqs. (17), (9) and (10) read
cOPT=	 1.282x10 8 + 2.289x10' N
P (ROL) = 3.854):10 ­ 2 	 c	 v	 (L 	 )
MAX	 0.85	 Op	 c	
'LEO
v
MH = 44200 L
	
c
g	 "IE0 c
Table 4.3 s:Luws calculated results for a 250 km tether
1 10 30 100 300
c	 (m/sec) 11,420 12,290 14,030 18,900 28,550
OPT
(lsp)OPT(Sec) 1,166 1,254 1,432 1,928 2,913
n 0.380 0.407 0.455 0.5533 0.6498
at (EOL/80L)P	 011W) 331 332.3 338.8 3°35.5 483
COPT max 389 390.9 398.6 441.8 568.2
MH (Kg/mission) 1,095 1,018 891.9 662.2 438.4
9
Table 4.3 Optimized propulsion system parameters as a function of
number of reuses, for a 250 Kn, tether and a 400 Km LEO
orbit.
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and a 400 Km platform orbit. These results are insensitive to orbital
height, while PMAX and M 	 scale in proportion to tether length. As
g
shown, the range of specific impulses from 1500 to 3000 sec is optimum,
depending on reusability.
	 The tradeoff between power and propellant
mass is apparent from the last two rows of Table 4.3.
If -de adopt I sp . 2000 sec (optimum for about 115 reuses), Byers'
analysis (Ref. 4.1) can be rather directly applied. The accelerating
voltage and net voltage (including the decel electrode) are 2000 and 443
Volts respectively. The individual thruster diameter was selected at
50 cm. The results are summarized in Table 4.4 (for a 250 Km tether).
Table 4.4 Platform propulsion system characteristics
Type
Diameter per thruster
specific impulse
Thrusting time
Thrust per unit
Thrust power per unit (including
distribution losses)
No. of thrusters required
Mercury mass per mission
Solar array power (EOL/BOL)
Thrust systeu: mass (thrusters, thermal
control, power supplies, interface
module structure, etc.)
Solar array mass
;,olar array gimballing mass
Solar array regulators mass
Battery system mass
Total propulsion related mass
Hg ion bombardment
50 cm
?.000 sec
14 days
0.546 Nt
9.56 Kw
41 (+ 4 extras)
632 Kg
384.2/452 Kw
5464 Kg
4520 Kg
1808 Kg
2260 Kg
2113 Kg
16,165 Kg
sr_.
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4.4 11 t Yet r ,; Drive Sys tt,r­ ,
Iu thie	 V,' calculate the required power generation and po+;7er
dissi;:,tion (_pa,ities of the ferry vehicle that transports the payload
and CTl' to the end of the tether line.
Let r, be the outbound travelling Wass, made up of the 0TV, the pay-
load and the returnable ferry
M - m' + ril 	(21)
whercr M' - X 0TV + 1•LOAD and MF = ferry mass. When the ferry is at a
di:.tancc y from the lower platform, its distance from the (moving)
overall center of mass a.s y-y Vg = (1 - v) y - v  L , where
__ m	 MT	
M
V = rip + m -+- MT	 vT = Mp + m + MT	 vp M  + m + MT
	 (22)  
and M and *%I, are the lower and upper platform masses respectively.
Hence, the mechanical power being generated when the upward velocity
dtiis 
'^'t is
Pup = 322m (4)) ^(1 - v)y - vT LJ	 (23)
'J
Notice Pup < 0 when y < 
'IT 
L	 i.e., external power must be
supplied to reach this point (at which time the ferry is at the overall
v?
c.g.). For y > l-v L, power is being generated.
j^ similar expression applies for the return trip, when the travel-
ling rnass is the ferry alone:
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P	 ' 3„2 2 N , ( v) ( (1 - v^) y - v' L)	 (24)deal	 r d l	 T
whcr ^^ zinc] \ 1i	 k+r-e analof,;,,ls to v, VT* but with M	 replacing m.
dllerc , sin: c dY < 0, 1'cic 
«1 is negative (external power needed)1'
whenever ti > y 1'	 , i.e., most of the time.
Tb( first question arising is the disposition of the mechanical
power available during most of the Ascent phase; this power can be
conveniently and controllably cenveated to electrical form by driving
a DC motor-generator in the generator node from the (non-sliding)
guidiul, pulleys which engage the tether line. Three options will be
considered here:
(a) Storage of enough energy for the return trip, radiation
of the rem._inder.
(b) Use of the generated energy to power ion engines on the
ferry, thus contributing to the orbital recovery of the
platform.
(c) Radiation of all the generated energy.
Regarding option (a), we n-tice that it would allow elimination of
a separate power source for the return trip, such as a solar panel
(supplemented b; , batteries for eclipse times). Thus, the option can be
assessed by comparing the required battery mass needed to that of the
displaced power supply.
For the power supply, if one is used, the BOL array power required,
assuming 85% degradation at EOL, 75% DC motor efficiency, 77% battery
eff.ciency and 36.1 min. shadow time/56.4 min. sun time (400 Km orbit),
rnj s t be
_ Pdown max
	
1	 36.1
P sa,40L	 0.75	 ( 0.85 '0.77x56.4)	 2'68 Pdown,max
The mass of this power system is then
EBatt
Mps	 a saP sa,BOL +	 8
where, following Ref. 4.3, a sa - 12 Kg/Kw (blanket) + 5 Kg/Kw (regulators)
+ 4 Kg/Kw (gimballing) - 21 Kg/Kw.
Also, 
Ebatt is the energy to be stored in the batteries for the
eclipse time, and 6 - 17 Watt h/Kg is the energy density of the assumed
N i -H,, batteries, so that
Ebatt - Pdown,max 
x 
Y .1	 1	 61.3 P	 (27)P 	 0. ?5x0.77	 60	 0.017	 down,max
Altogether, then,
MPs	 s 118 Kg/Kw	 (28)
Pdown,max
The mechanical energy needed for ferry return can be calculr±ted by
integration of Eq. (24). This leads to a battery mass estimate of
30'L 2 
MF`
M	
2	 T	 (29)batt 
Q	
0.77x0.75 6
and comparing to Eq. (24),
1-v'
Mbatt	 _ L	 1	 2 - vT
Pdown,max v 0.77x0.75 6 1-v' -vT 	(3)
(25)
(26)
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For a constant velocity return, L/v is the return time. Using
P	 17 Watth/}gig, v' 6 0.02; vT = 0.01, we obtain
Pib 
s [ t
= 1.70 t(days) (Kg/kw)	 (31)
Pdown,max
Comparison of (28) and (31) shows clearly that, except for
unreasonably fast returns, storage of power requires much more mass
than direct generation via an on-board solar array system.
Regarding option (b) (propulsive use ;j power generated),
a simple calculation will show that the contribution to the required
AV for recovery of orbital platform is too small to be worth considering.
The thrust that can be generated with a power P is F w 2n 
p 
P/n. Also,
T
 
f
AV = M
	
Fdt
TOT	 '
0
Thus, using for the power P = 0.75 Pdown and using Eq. (24),
we obtain
M
	
AV = 2.15 rjpv' S2cL s [ (m l + 2) vp-	 2 vT )
	
( 32)
For values of the variables comparable to those used in other parts
of this report, this AV amounts to less than 1 m/sec. For comparison,
typical required AV values for platform orbit recovery amount to 50-100 m/sec.
Therefore, it does not seem advisable to include electric thrusters in
the ferry for primary propulsion. 0n the other hand, one can expect a need
for attitude control and out-of -plane libration control of the ferry; these
Tn^:
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needs have not been quantified yet, but the ready availability of the brake
clecL rice power may make it attractive to perform these tasks with ion
thrusters.
Following the above arguments, only option (c) (radiation of all
(or most) of the brake power) remains. This would appear to pose no
special problems, since the power is in electrical form and cLn be radiated
from resistive loads where design temperature can be quite high.
Consistent with this design concept, a solar v,rray power ®otpply is
ti peded for the return trip, with a mass/power ratio of 113 Kg/Kw
(Nq. (28) ). The peak power needed depends directly on the mass of the
ferry, which has not yet been determined precisely. For an OTV-payload
combination of 20,000 Kg mass, a preliminary estimate is M p - 30x0 Kg
(DC motor-generator, controls, guiding pulleys, OTV attachments, trussing).
Following, Eq. (24), for a tether length of 250 Km, and a ferry speed of
1 m/sec ( return time - 2.89 days), this gives a peak mechanical power
requirement of 5.b Kw, and therefore a solar array -battery rywi;= mass
of 670 Kg. This can be easily reduced, however, by operating the ferry
at a lower speed near the end of t'^se tether, where the gravity gradient
force is largest.
4.5 Dynamics of t he tether system during ferry transfer.
When the tether system is permanently deployed and payloads, with
their orbital transfer vehicles, have to travel along the cable, new
dynamic effects may arise which have not been dealt with in the literature.
For instance, the ascent velocity v of a ferry of mass m gives rise to a
backward Coriolis force 2mSW , which leads to oscillatory in-plane motion
Ij
a
i
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of both, the aace*ending mass and the two end masses (the main platform
below and a small terminal p1stform above). At least some of the modes
of oscillation have the feature of a rapidly increasing frequency as tht,
distance between two of the masses approaches zero; there is therefore
the potential for a wrap-around type of instability when the ferry
approaches the end of the tether. Similar effects can arise due to the
tether elastic'ty, and !,ere the risk is that of greatly enhanced tension
due to d ynamic ^ffects.
Two lines of attack !lave been followed in this problem. On the one
hand, an analytical theory with some simplifications was worked out, first
for the in .-plane oscillations (Appendix 4), and then for the stretch
o cil aticne (Ref. 4.4). This separation of the problem into two individual
problems is allowable because, due to the linearization used, the two types
of motion decouple to the order retained. Independently, the same problem
was treat_d at the Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory (SAO) using
numerical methods which bypaso the need for many of the approxi" tions used
in the analysis; these SAO calculations will be reported separately.
Both studies reached very similer conclusions: for a tip mass of the
order of 10 of the platform mass, enough tension exists in the tether to
prevent instabilities and maintain oscillations within fairly small bounds
for climbing speeds of the order of 1 m/sec. The only time when a divergence
may occur is the terminal approach phase; and even there, careful speed
control in that phase can ensure a smooth maneuver. The detailed analysis
for the in-plane case is given in Appendix 4, a WKB approximation was used,
together with an inner-outer matching process near each end of the climb.
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Re	
a /r 2 
1/3	
(17)
1 1
and to located at a distance h I a RV, - Re from the transfer orbit
perigee. Thus, h' replaaes hand Re replaces RLZ In our previous
•	 anslysit (fts. (10), (11) ). The now RLR must be obtained from the
explicit to= of Eq. (17); -for ex4imple, ,accountiall only for two and
=90*9 M 11 M2 (Fig. 5.5), we have
MI + Rp, M2 
1/3
	
c	 MI/R2 + M /R2R'
LEO	
p I
which can ,be solved for FIEO -
The perigee of the post-releaseplatform orbit-can be calculated
from F4. (6) of Rat. 5.1, which for our ease reeds
	
8 2 	 RLEO + 2/(2/LRLF0 PLEo_ 2 jn3 %
	
.' .-C ,	
(19)
el
Thee-effect of this modification is to require a longer lower tether
and to , make high AV Q values unfeasible (negative perigee). As anoxesple,
Tables 5 ,.6 , and 3.? .m1how,a comparison (for 1/3 day period) of two cases,,
one with a massive LROplatfors ft n 5000 Tonne for M2 - 10 Tonne).
In the ;first case,, ,where only a slight perturbation is Introduced to
the L orbit, is tether length b • `998 Ka can , be used -from a 521 Me orbit-,
which beconiss a 521USU orbit after release. Velocity Incramts We 300
si/soc. AV Q -).00 a/sec are required. in the .case :wlth the light plaefora,
the MQ a '100 Is not allowable, and no. for Me 300 ,u/ssc j,7only AVQ -- 0
is Possible - The-result Is a 10URfir tether (1155 VA) and abigher orbit
(1291/656).
L
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A
Tether Pmertisa and T*LW Mass
eeeeee.a.s^ ®.e^ereee^^ e^
1. Calculation of Tether Mass
For a radially deployed constant stress tether (stress . e, density - p)
the cross section A(r) mot be maximum at the orbital center (approximately
the e . g.) of the orbiting assembly. Let Amax be this maximum section and
RLEfl the orbital radius out to the c.g. We can than easily find from atatics
that
	
A(r) -, Amax exp(uap (2	 23 - 'r2
,EO qE0
Expanding and retaininis only quadratic terms (or, alternatively, start-
ing from a constant gravity gradient approximation),
A(r) = A,., exp[ - 2
	
pop
 
1	 (r-`- gC) a 1	 (2)
Efl RLE0
At the upper and lower end of the tether, the respective concentrated
masses "Tlp and MPL must be in force equilibrium-between tether tension
and .gravity gradient force:
Pe	 3 Pep	 L-xc a
3 R.EO tip(L-xcg) a max 
exP[- 
2 RLE0 (
	
) 1
	
(3)
P p	 x
3 u NL 
xcg 
a 
Amax eap [ 2 Q- -' —) 2 1	 (4)
LEA	 ZI'LEO "PIE;
where L is the stretched tether length and xcg is the distance from the
v ' M-Lil E -
M'L
(6a, b)
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Equations (3) and (4) can be solved for Amex and xcg . Unfortunately,
except for limiting cases, this solution cannot be obtained in closed form.
To facilitate discussion, let
Y L	 3_.. POP..
"LEO % 2 a "LEO
(5)
Then, by division of (3) by (4), and after simplification, one obtains
an equation for & (e.g. position):
v(^ - 
1) ` a Y2 (1^2`)	 (7)
For short tethers (Y <r 1), this has the approximate solution
- 1+v	 (8)
For other conditions, Table 1 lists values of C obtained from Eq. (7):
% -V V. Vd V. i V. iJ V. 6	 1
Y	 0 i	 0 0.04761 0.09091 0.13043 0.16667
0.5 0 0.05869 0.10843 0.15150 0.18937
1 +	 0 0.10011 0.16380 0.21097 0.24823
105 i	 0 0.17657 0.24201 0.28396 0.31499
2 0 ©.25775 0.31139 0.34371 0.36697
3 0 0.37446 0.39562 0.41393 0.42694
4 0.41687 0.43608 0.44732 0.45531
xc
!aTable 1.	 Valuers of E
rr	 t	 r
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The sees MT
 of the tether can be obtained by integration of Sq. (Z):
L-xcg
MT
 • P Amex !x 	 *xp(-y$(L)s)dy • P A^ - erf (YC)+ erf(Y(l-C))] (8)
cg
where y - r - ELLo . The value of Amax is obtained from Eq. (3).
After some rearrangement, we obtain
MT	
r Y(1-0ey2(1-&)a terf(YE) + erf(Y(1-C))]	 (9)Mtip
For small y (short tethers), Eq. (8) can be used approximatley for &,
with the result
^2
M	 v	 e( ) ( erf ( lR) + erf ( 1i l	 (10)
tip
(47)a
The last form, valid roughly when 1Y < 0.3 , indicates a
quadratic dependence of mass on length for short tethers, where the tip
mass dominates clearly over the tether mass. When y approaches unity, this
changes to a such stronger exponeutW dependence, as the was of the tether
Itself becomes dominant in determining its cross-section.
R
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t
Table 2 lists values of MT/Mtip for more gaasral conditions (fro:s
Lq. (9), using, Zq. (7) for C).
	
V00
	 0.05	 0.1
	 0.15	 0.2
yW0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0
Y
0.5
	
0.5923
	
0.3491	 0.5135	 0.4834	 0.4573
	
(0.5923) (0.5570) (0.5259)	 (0.4315)
1	 4.0602	 3.2800	 2.8218	 2.3485	 2.3136(4.0602) (4.3256) (3.6496)
1.5 24.370	 12.195	 9.4296	 7.9975	 7.0652
2	 192.640	 35.713	 25.530	 20.920	 18.140
3	 43.090 239.68	 1:63.17	 130.85	 112.10
4	 6.30x10 1888.5	 1286.2	 1032.2	 884.7
Table 2. Values of Mtether/Mtip
The figures in parenthesis in Table 2 are calculated according to
Eq . (10), for comparison. These results are presented graphically in
Fig. 1 /for y < 1.1) and Fig. 2 (for higher y).
For purposes of calibration, let us assume the following properties
(appropriate for Kavlar tethers):
P . 1.44 g/cm 3
 - 1440 Kg /m3
Q - 1/4 140 Kg/mm s
 - 1/4 1.4x109N/m2
and also 
RLEO RE + 400 Km - 6.77slO6m. We then calculate
y . 19.5 L	 . L3K4m7
RLEO
753
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From Fig. 1 wa age now that the tether mass increases like L a for
L ti	 200 - 300 Km; for longer tethers in LEO, the mass escalates rapidly,
' as shown in Pig. 2. For L ft 1300 Km, as required for no-propulsion
transfer to GEO, we see that M/Mtip	200 , while if this length is reduced
' to 600 Km by use of partial propulsion, then	 M/Mtipe! 15.	 A-similar
'reduction occurs if the working strength could be doubled (aae discussion
below).
if 1LEO is replaced by RGEO a 42200 Km, then
Mal
XGEO 5500
showing that much longer tethers can be deployed in CEO orbits.
Properties of Tether Materials.
The single most important property of a desirable material for our
application is a high specific stress (o/p). Fig. 3 compares the a/p
data of many high-strength materials, including steel, fiberglass, boron
and graphite fibers and the fibers known under the trade name of Kevlar 29
and Kevlar 49 (Dupont). The latter are clearly the beet candidates, unless
high modulus is important to minimise stretch (in which case boron or
graphite fibers are superior). A similar comparison, this time in terms of
the direct stress-strain curves for several fibers, Is shown in Fig. 4.
Values of amp to 3.6xi0 9N/m 2 are shown for Kevlar in die form of impregnated
strands (360 Kg/=2).
Physically, thesis strands are made if a bundle of very thin fibers
(diameter -12 yim) and the values quoted refer to tests made on samples of
a few inches in length. Clearly, the probability of a flaw increases with
77	 ORIGINAL PAGE IS
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{
the length of the fiber. and this is reflected in a lower expected strength
for longer tethers. Some data for a limited range of L/D fiber values are
shown in Fig, 5. For Kevlar 49, the data can be represented as
o - 340 (0) 0.051
and if we tentatively extrapolate to the very long lengths contemplated,
we calculate the results shown in Table 3:
L(m)	 0.06 1	 10	 100 1 Km	 10 Km 100 Km	 1000 Km
ani (Kg/W 2 )	 340 295	 262	 233 207	 184 164	 146
Table 3. Extrapolated :fiber Strength for Kevlar-49
Clearly, the extrapolation used is questionable, and much more
r
experience with long tethers is required before a fin design strength
value can be identified. For most of the calculations in this report
we have adopted 140 Kgg/=n2 as the ultimate (break) strength, and used
a factor of safety of 4.
Other relevant properties of Kevlar-49 are listed in Tables 4a and
4b. Mote icy particular the relatively small elongation (2.5% to break,
or about 0.61 at the design strength used here).
Finally, one area of some concern is the observed UV degradation
of Kevlar-49 fibers. Here, again, the data are inadequate. Table 5
shows a few examples. The data for the 1/2" rope indicate partial self-
screening, with the outer layers protecting the inner ones from the UV
radiation. This also hints at the possibility of protective layers,
itch could also serve as a matrix for enhancing inter-fiber friction.
80
By contrasts electron radiation damage in minimal.
D -3
81
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PROPERTY VALUE REFERENCE
TENSILE STRENGTH, ST II-1
RESIN IMPREGNATED STRANDS 525,000 LB/IN 2 II-2
(AST10, D2343) 3 620 MPA
DRY YARN 400,000 LB/IN2
(TWISTED TEXTILE TEST) 2 760 MPA
VARIABILITY C.V. = 4
TENSILE MODULUS, ET 18 x 106 LB/IN2 II-1
co
124 000 MPA II-2
U-
VARIABILITY C.V. = 5
c.,2
UNIFORMITY --- II-3 J
CD
ELONGATION-TO-BREAK 2.5% II-1Q
c DENSITY 0.052 LB/IN3 II-4
1.44 G/CM3
FILAMENT DIAMETER 0.00047 IN II-5
0,00119 CM
'CROSS-SECTION ROUND
SPECIFIC TENSILE 10 x 106 IN II-6
STRENGTH, ST/DENSITY 25..4 x 106 CM
SPECIFIC TENSILE 3.5 x 108 IN II-6
MODULUS, ET/DENSITY 8.8 x 108
 CM
r
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	 I I-C
PROPERTY VALUE REF,
KNOT STRENGTH 35% TENSILE STRENGTH
o+
FLEXURAL FATIGUE 200 CYCLES AT 56,000
RESISTANCE PSI OVER 3 MIL DIA.
PIN
LL. (386 MPAS
 0, 08 tom)0
CREEP, 90Z-ULTIMATE 0.0011 WIN, INITIAL II-7
TENSILE STRENGTH O, SECONDARY
COEFFICIENT OF
w
FRICTION
YARN-YARN 0,46
YARN-METAL 0,41
v.,
FABRIC DEPENDENT ON FABRIC II-8
STRIP TENSILE STYLE
TONGUE TEAR
TRAPE'IOIDAL TEAR
0
cc
TABLE 4b.
(REV. 10/77)
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{	 ULTRAVIOLET STABILITY OF "KEVLAR" 49
®4
1
BREAK LOAD STRENGTH LOSS
MATERIAL EXPOSURE (LB) (X)
770 DENIER CONTROL 37,5 --
TWISTED CORD FADEOMETER
(530 FILAMENTS) 100 HRS 22,2 41
200 HRS 20,1 47
WEATHEROMETER
100 HRS DRY 213 44
100 HRS WET 22.2 41
200 HRS DRY 1801 52
200 HRS WET 183 51
1/8" DIAMETER CONTROL 1322 --
CABLE* WEATHEROMETER
100 HRS DRY 1030 22
1/2" DIAMETER CONTROL 11,400 --
3-STRAND ROPE" WEATHEROMETER
200 HRS DRY 10,600 7
'FLORMA SUN
6
10,260 10
P
IONTHS
ONTHS 9,240 19
TABLE S.
WEATHEWMETER EXPOSURE SUNSHINE CARBON ARC
FADEOMETER EXPOSURE - XENON LAMP
FLORIDA EXPOSURE - HIALEAH
sclata in icates self -screening influence of
outer layers of "Revlar" 49 (Rr.v. 11/74)
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Appendix 2
Platform Orbit Recovery Using Impulsive Thrust
Consider a platform of mass M carrying a satellite of mass m, both
Peof them in an orbit at RL (orbital speed % 	  ). If the satellite
RL
is deployed on a light tether of length L, the platform descends to
a - RL (1- ap) 	 XV • L mRL
and it travels there at
V  • VL (1 - X p )
If the payload is now released, Ra and V. become the apogee radius
and speed for the platform in its new elliptic: orbit. Since the apogee
velocity is
{uQ ^-Va o R
a Ra+ P
we can now solve for the perigee radius R  . To first order in ap,
we find p 1 - 7 XP	The velocity at this perigee is
R
V  • V  Ra = V  (1 + 5 Xp)
P
In order to return the platform to its original orbit using impulsive
thrust, we apply first a perigee impulse
AVP • V	 Vp , - p
u	 2RL
where VF • Re	+P:- is the speed at the perigee of the new (transfer)p	 L P
s[
#;	 orbit that will reach apogee at the intended radius R • RL
85
Y'
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Approximately, then, Vp = VL(1 + '1 ap) , and
AVpx4VLap
When the platform reaches apogee at RL , a circularization impulse
R
AVa - VL - Va , is needed, cohere Vs, Vp, I . We find
I T©Va_4 Lip
The total AV required is therefore
AV - 2VL Ap - 2VL k mm
and the total impulse is
9	 MAV - 2VL LLR
It is of interest to compare this impulse to that which would be
required to place the satellite in its post-release orbit with no tether
assist. Such an orbit has as its perigee the release radius
Rp -RL (1 +as) : As - Li+m
and as its perigee velocity, V p - VL (1 + aa).
In order to raise the satellite impulsively from RL , VL to this
elliptic orbit, the optimum Impulsive maneuver consists of two , firings,
the first one applied at the point in the circular orbit opposite the
eventual perigee, and such as to produce a transfer orbit tangent to the
r	 final orbit at that perigee (which is itself the transfer orbit apogee).
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This firing to found to be
Avp - 1G VL A
This is exactly the same value found for the Impulse spent In
re-establishing the platform orbit after satellite release, a
result perhaps not unexpected on the hasis of along-the-orbit overall
momentum
The second firing is applied at the point of tangency of transfer
and final orbits; It Is found to be
AV a 7 V
a W L A a
for a total AV of 2V 
L 
X a , and a total impulse
M&V k Mm
RL M4U
Be
ePp
Platform Orbit Fvew4ary Usinst Lox Thrustrrr•rnn^^►. r^n•r^a r	 n rr.-^n
In this appendix we examine the orbital dynamics of platform orbital
restoration by :weans of high specific impulse * low thrust engines. The
results will be of use in calculations of power and propellant require-
ments for these platforms.
1. QNrL4, 1 i 	Perturbations of the Platforms. For the LEO platform releasingrnrrr.i^.r^^rrrrrrrr-r^.rriwrr.^.--
a payload/engine combination, the sequence of operations can be as follows:
(a) The Shuttle docks with an orbiting platform which has a"radial out-
ward tether deployed. Payload and OTV are transferred to the plat-
foso (Including Hg for the upper platform).
t
(b) The payload/engine combination travels along the tether to its top.
Travelling rate must be controlled to ensure radial position at the
and and to miniaaire oscillations. The platform loses altitude, but,
to first order, the system e.g. remains in the original orbit.
(c) The payload/engine combination Is released. The platform (plus
tether) .enter a perturbed ellintie orbit with apogee at the release
point. The platform mass must be sufficient to prevent reentering
at the perigee.
	C	
N
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(d) Low thrust engines on the platform are activated to slowly raise
and circularize the platform orbit to its original configuration.
Let Ra be the apogee of the platform perturbed orbit, h the tether length
and M and a the platform and payload/angina messes. The radius of the original
(and eventual) platform orbit is then
AV
al Ra + ' h Ra (1 ¢' 1l v)	 ^1)
	
i	 s
where
.	 - 1-h	
wan	 (2)Ra ► 	 M
i
Sows simple dynamical calculations show that, for small 1 , the perigee
	
► 	 p of the perturbed orbit is given by
1 p _
	
. 
1 _ 3 J►
.	 (3)
Ra+Rp 	2 214V
Thus, the eccentricity is
	
e Ra^ _1 3Xv 	 (^)B+Rp 1+v
and the semimajor axis is
so 
Rat  P Re (I- ice)
or combiniug wl t:i (1) ,
•
xv
a ° 1+4	 (S)	 J
o
J
i
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A very similar development can be made for tie upper (CEO) tether manau-
vers. The sequence is now
(a) The station with a radially inward deployed tetbar is initially in
GEO orbit. The payload'(after separation from the OTV last stage)
docks with the tet.hrsr loa fer end.
(b) The e.g. of the tystsm is now in an elliptic orbit with apogee some-
what below GEO (by m H, where H is the tether length). The payload
Is made to climb along the tether at a controlled rate. At the end
of the climb, both, the payload and the platform are in the same
orbit occupied by the e.g. after docking (to lot order).
(c) Low thrust engines on the platform are activated to raise and
circularize the platform-payload combination to GEO.
It can be shown that equations (4) and (5) still describe the perturbed
orbit in this case, with the obvious redefinitions
1 . 'H	 v . m (payload
RGEO	 M (GEO.platform)
2. Low Thrust Steering Law. Since the action of the platform engines is
quite gradual, we will describe their effect using the orbital perturbation
equations (Ref. 1). if ft
 is the applied tangential acceleration and no
normal acceleration is applied, the rates of change of semimajor axis a,
eccentricity a and periapsis azimuth w are
dt ft 
v 2aa2	 (7)
de 2f
dt a v (e + cos 0	 (S)
2f
dt - evt sin a	 (9)
Ref. 1 Modern S aceeraft 2Xnamlgs and Control,by M.H. Kaplan,
My b Sons (1976), Ch. U.
l
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where 0 is astmutb from periapsis. The vehicle is in a slowly evolving
elliptical path described instantaneously by
1 1 cos®	 (10)
r a rl-a^)
and such that r
ra 
d6 
	
µa(1-e^)	 (11)
For small eccentricity a, we can use (11) to eliminate time from (7),
(d) and (9):
da n 2&3 f t (1-e cose)	 (12)
do. 2a
	 + e(1-3coo 2e)]	 (19)
dw a 2'a ft also (1-e cose)	 (14)
The simplest steering law allowing simultaneous control of eccentricity
and orbital energy is a modulated acceleration law of the form
	
ft . fo + fl cos (e-ed 	 (LS)
Substituting Into (12) to (14) and averaging over one period of 0, we
obtain (for long times, neglecting products of a and f  or f1):
da 2a3fo
d0 tt µ	 (16)
de aafla oa 0a
d8 ^`	
(17)
t,
d6 a eU f l^aian0o	 (18)
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For fastest reduction of eccentricity, and in order to avoid pariapsis
rotation, we chose e  • 0. Bea. (16),and (17) integrate iewedlatel►y to
a
a .
	
	 °	 (19)
1 -af- 00u
R
40	 1 4foa0z	
(20)
u
If at a certain .asimuth 6, we impose both a • a l
 and e • 0 9
 we obtain the
condition
	
fl	 2e®
fo ink®)
o
So that, using equations' (4) and (5) for so
 and al/% , we find to
lot order
fx^-20
and so, the acceleration law is
ft fo
 (1 - Z cos®)	 (22)
rt	 '
This indicates retrofiriug at ' perigee (f. - a fo) and •aximum
forward thrust at apogee (ft 2 fo)'
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3. Propellant Consumption. The usual law
o	
,
mf final a : ' 
OV
'*initial
applies, with
f tf final
r ^J 	 Ift idt	 (23)
0
where the absolute value of the applied acceleration is used, since propellant
consumption -Is Independent of thrust orientation. Eq. (11) is used again to
eliminate dt in favor of d®. To first order in e, the velocity increment
Per t_ is then found to be
$ `
AVl
 fo N l t2	 2v -4 cos 1 2) + e(t^s'+ 3v -6 cos-1
 3) ]
a
• fA u (7.331 ¢ 7.350 e)	 (24)
Also, to the lowest order in e, the number of turns in time t is
N 2Tr 	 t , so that, to that order
	
AV c 1.176 f0 
	 (25)
'The product rot can be related to the mission characteristics by
Integration of the time equation (Eqs. (11) and (10), combined with Eq. (19)
for, a). Ignoring the cyclic part and retaining only the secular tarn, vv
obtain:'
dt	
a 3/2
0
To-
 emu— 4f0a02 3/Z-
0)
K^Ft3.j^V+^ a^^
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which Integrates to
2
fot	 ( 1 - (1 - 4g— u ®) 1'/4 j	 ( 1	 ^ 	 (26)
o•	 o
where (19) has been used once more. Thus, if t refore to the final time
when a - a, (and a - 0), we obtain
a
f of X18 ( 1	8	
co
) - v	 v^	 (29)
0	 1 	 1
where v	 is the final orbital velocity, while v 	 would be the velocity
c1 .	 co
in a circular orbit with the same energy as the initial (elliptic) orbit.
a
Using now Eq. (5) for a , we obtain fina.Uy(07 lowest order in e)
1
A9 - 1.176 vc 1- Xv	 (28)
l
It can be seen by comparison to the results of Appendix 2 that the
aV required with .low thrust is 1.176 times that required with the optimal
combination of impulsive firings. However, since the specific impulse
can be quite high using ion or other electric thrustors, the propellant
use can still be significant.
y.
a:
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U';11.i1Aet; of the scaler nv.,: cm. durin. Lc= trnnsfer.
].	 }'at^^ru],ntio:r rf :hc•. I'r:^hic:;;:
WC , cons10e) • i.tt this r3rction LI ► , dynamical eff.e.cts that oect ► r duri.tl-
aseci ► t- of ct lo.-iJud ferry vh.ac:h translPLVS along, .+ tether line deployed
from an orbiting, platform. A terminal hnndlino facility is also assuuled
to cxist: at t1 ► e upper end of the tether; this upper platformn also serves
to provide Len.-;;on for the tether, duc to the gravity gradient force
meting on it.
The sys Lem to be studied is shotnm in Fig. 1. We will assume small
angular deflections from the vertical, and Ignore the mass of the tether
CA T itself. The latter assumption implies
i
w	 tether lengths below some 200 I:m, while
the small deflection assumption will
S	
I	 be well, satisfied for sufficiently small
'	 /^	 L	 ferry velocity (v), provided no dynamical
!''	 (	 instability is encountered. These are
•ei..I	 r	 _	 precisely the issues to be clarified by
tx^ 7	 the analysis.
C.
-^--- -- The gravity gradient forces on the three
^r, Krv, t''r
	
masses depend on orbital angular speed,
c^raTf ^,
Q and distance to the overall center of
tG. 1	 mass CM.
With the origin of coordinates fixed at the lower platform, as shown,
these distances are
w
where
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4a, b)
xem a Vx + vlxT
 ; ycm - Vy + 
`'T L
X - xem = (1-v)x-yT ; y - yCM- (1-V)y-VTL
xr - 
xe® (1-%,T) xT- Vx; L - ycm (1-V T ) L - Vy
M	 M.T
	
V tMI 4M	 ' VT-	 M+Mp4M
..eGa,u'^..i^-:wnu.:.pn:.ukaw.w..^:;;:..^......-_.,.;i..^.<,.n....s.0 ..,a e.,incur%^«:,..eaa.,.taa.::^tzuu.s^.^.+....^:..w.cab:...^.^`Ati^i&4i.kw,y^'^t^a.^"a^;.xu.:t^a.:.^u.v.^kv..,w^,:,;::.,, .,.^a,dr.::..u..^.s-a...—::,r.^a,,.,^.u„.,..^.,.u.w., a^:Mi.•.,.
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M
and
	
v	 = J -v -v ,
'1	 AI . 4:1p+	 1,T S
The gt,aviry gradknt forces are then (roositi.ve upw.-Irds)
I'F l '	 -3Z' M
P
 Y cm (6)
Fns 
r	 3.	 ri(y -3•cm) (7)
-	
FTG C
	 3Q 2
 P1T(L -ycm) (8)
In addition to these forces, the Coriolis forces must be considered,
since the ages rotate at: speed R.	 Mien the ferry is travelling upwards
at speed y	 relative to the platform, since the center of mass must re-
mein (to first order) at a fixed altitude, the other masses (and the
tether) mast travel downwards to compensate. 	 The absolute velocities are
then (1 -v)y	 (ferry) and -vp (upper and lower platforms).	 The correspond-
ing Coriolis forces are then (positive bachivards)
i
Fp . -2n Mp v y (9)
r^ =	 29 M (1 
—v) Y (10)
FT - -2n MT v y (11)
We will assume the vertical accelerations are small enough that the
tensions 
Tupper 
and 
Tlower 
of the upper aad lower tether segments respec-
tively are equalto their quasi-stat'•c values:
T	
FGG
upper .
	T
T 
	
GG
lower p
With the small-angle assumptions
sin, at	 at = X/Y
	
;cos h= 1
sin 0
	 Ra
	 L-y
	
;Cos B e l
. i	 .........,.,.
	 ..,.•,.,..	 „. n,u,
	 u,.,.sua.; o.e..5„ 5w....f.,,[	 .Aorssu._.,
	 mn..,...,.n	 ...o	 ..u.._.., ..	 .,	 . _...	 ..
t;I^YELaC^,^^^ ,
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the hur l ontal. eomjsoneiivs of thv-,e tousionu contribute forces
	
FT R .. Y,CG x. 	(12)
	
p	 P Y
	
FT	 FGG x + F C G x  - x	 (13)M	 p y	 Z L- y
X,,,- Y
	
F^	 VGG L y	 (14)
The equation: of motion for the three masses are then
Mp (\)R + vTxT) . -3,jm[ ( 3 -v)y - vTL] + 1+1,[ (1-VT)L-:^^]^y - 22"tp%y	 (15)
X -x
N[ (1-v)x-V R I- -3n 2 41[1-v)y-vTL) + MT ( (1-vT)L-vy)j2 +3ZariT [ (1-VT -vy] LTy
(16)
x -x
MT [ (1-vT)**T-vis]	 3St2Y?T [ (1-vT) L-vy] LTy -?.StriTvy	 (17)
It must be noticed that oily twwo of these equaCi OnS are independent,
since the linear combination representing the motion of the CM taust be
satisfied. The motions of ferry and upper mass; relative to the lower
platform can be extracted by the cc-mbinations (16)/M - (15) /Mp and
(17)/KT - (15)/Mp respectively. After simplification,
1 v	 v	 7,,-
Xx - 
-302 v T (vy+vTL) Y +M2 vJT [ (l-vT)L-vy] L_y - Mi (18)
-mot
iiT -3522 (vy+vTL) Y 3S'' { (1-vT)A..- vy] L y	 (19)
A useful variation is obtained by difference of these equations.
Defining
6 - xT -x
this equation is
04	 v	 1-v
d 3522 ^ (vy+v,Tl,) Y -- 352 2 -^-- [(I-vT)L - vy]L8y
(20)
(21)
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There are at Jca.-t two clsurartcrist c t.itncis involved In this problem.
the fir„F is the tr; nnit tim, , 7' of the ferry; the scc.cind is 1 /i2 , the in-
verse of the orbital angular voilocity (of the sinme order :tc thr I erlod of
the grav,1ty gradient oescilli ► tlon:+). Typical.l.y, in thc , si.tursticm bcing
c.onsi-Acrod, T	 1 - 3 days. while 1/0 _ l ei nsin. flenc(:, the non-dillionsional
parnme t er
C`	 (`2)
is vo. y small., and can be used as an expansion paranintcr for an approximate
solution. We -sake this parameter explic t by introducing 0 dimensionless
time
e - T
	
(23)
and rewriting Eqs. (18) and (21) as
E 2 -®x _ -3 
1vvT 
NY + VTL) Y + 3 
vl [(1-VT -vy) L61, + 2e d	 (24)
2	 v	 1-v
E2 d®a - 3 ^ NY + VTL) Y - 3 ' --^”' [ (1-vT)L-vy] Lay - 2E de	 (25)
In addition to the two widely different time scales, which indicates
the likelihood of a slowly modulated gravity gradient oscillation, Eqs.
(24) and (25) contain the factors 
y 
and L1	 These will cause
singularities gear the initial and fiscal times. Physically, such
singularities, arise because of the high frequency of relative oscillation-i
when two of the masses come close to each other; for the condition y -0- L,
there is the possibility of a divergence of 6 as the fc-rry approaches the
upper platform.
Although EqL. (24) and (23) are linear in (x,6), their complex struc-
ture (particularly since y(t) is arbitrary), indicates the necessity of
approximate meithodss, of solution. The plan of attack will be to use a WKD
solution away from y-0 and y-1., and to match it asymptotically to "inner"
solutions valid near each end.
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7.	 The WM') solution (ferry not ►►van the endr,
Except for thr very iont osc.tll,ations near the ands of the trip, va
anticipate the so;t'ut-lon to ccn sixt of slowly modulntrd (on a scale a - 1)
gravity PradicnL or.cilla► tions (of poriod - c). Tbere should be actually
L%,io grnvi.ty Fraidiv ► ti: "n: des," roughly correspondin'; to a collective, ►►ca r
straight-line, oscillation of the throe mnscus, and a "bonding" one 1.l.lutloll
Witt) x opposin t x  .111d xT . The WKB method is well suited to this liuuar
prob lem; t•,,e reprot;cnt • the. hog oneou.•j approx imate solutions as exponent als
of truncated series in c, the lcadiu,, tern (of order 1/E) being i.magin_-ry
to represent the oscillatory behavior:
$ v e [i ^) + A(0) + EC(0) + ... j	 (26)
s . e(i ECM + 'S(0) + ED(®) •+ ... j	 (27)
where the functions K, A, B, C, D are presumed to be smooth on the scale
of ®. Differentiating and substituting into Eqs. (24), (25) we obtain
E2[- E2 +•2i E (A+ec+.,.) +	 + A + CC + 	 + (A + r + ...)2j
1-VT 	1	 VT (1-VT)L
-V' B-A (B-C)e...
• -3 v (vy+V L) 
Y
+ 3 v L y 
92[- 
z + 21 E (j3+ED+...) +i E + B + ED + ... + (B + CD +
V Vy+U L	 1-v (1-vT)L-vy
,e 3 -E T A-Be	 e(C-B)e...- 3 ____L	 	 (29)V	 y	 v	 L-y
where the inhomogencous terms ± 2c &'have  been omitted, in the under-
standing that a particular solution will have to be added later in order
to obtain the general solution. Here a dot is meant to represent d/d0.
We first observe that these two equations can be compatible to order
E® only if the two right hand sides, are identical .(with the exp((C —B)E )
terms omitted). This condition leads to a second order algebraic equation
for X _eA-L.
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12 (A-1t)	 I-V,1, _ y. 0-V,r)L-Vy 1 -V1^	 A-B	 y 0-VT) L• Vy V1,
_. _. _._._._ _ ^._ .
V e	 + ( V 	 L-y vy + VT1, V ) a	 - L-y Vy + V 
T 
L V	 0 (30)
w,l+ich 11"Is the two Solutions
li _ cA+-lid g, Y
L-y	 (31)
A -B- 
1
_V , (1-V )L-Vy
X- c e	 . V V L + Vy
	 (32)p T
If this condition is satisfiltd, the zero'Lh order part of, for
Instance, Eq. (29), reducers to
v vyFV L	 1-V (1-VT )L-VyK$ _ -3 ^ y - eA-L -3 1 p	 -y	 (33)
Substitution of either Eq. (31) or Eq. (32) here, leads to
the two possible instantaneous frequencies:
+° tV3
_	 3	 Vy+VTL
i v ((1-VT)L-Vy] Y(L-Y)
These expressions are valid for arbitrary climbout laws. The h^ ases
K+, K are obtained by time integration, and depend, therefore, on the
particular choice of climbing law:
K+ ^ 3; 9
	
3	 vy+vTL
K	 v ((1-VT)L-Vy] Y(-(L-y) d6
0
The first of these modes is recognizable as the ordinary gravity
gradient oscillation, at frequency )/3 n ; we expect both X and XT to
(3G)
(35)
(36)
(37)
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be in pha se i ►i Ibis mode. 1'hc sr-coral one Ion s. a moru complex atr.ucture,
witli fretp iancy incraiis .ng nu^ near y - 0 and na - ^- near y - Li`r_	
,T -y
02 c; will be sc.Cn in the 11ext act+ction, there
 "inner limits" of the "ootcr
solution" iudeo ,-J i.iutch OIL,
 outer ltraits; of tine Inner solutions near each
ext're-mo. This uccond vlodc, therefore, can be expected to be th4 bending
riodd, and \ an,^l a should lie in counterphase.
To continue the solution, we write down the order-c parts of Eqr..
(28) and (29)0
V (1-v ,)L-Vy
21KA + i . 1: R 3 vT ---- L
- y	c: (B-C)	 (38)
V vy+v L
2MB + iK . 3^ y T e 1-A (C-A)	 (39)
By division, we can eliminate (B-C) and obtain the required
connection between A and B0
2lCB+K _	 L ;ty yy+V-	 02(A-B)	 (40)
2KA+K	 VT 	 (1-vT)L-vy
For the collective (+) mode, K+ . 0 (see Eq. (34)), and eA-$
is given by Eq. (31). from which
A+ r K+ + L- y	 (41)
y(L-Y)
+
substituting in (40 ) , we cast bolve for dp '(atYer cancelling dt)
as
+	 (vy+v )L
ds 
-vp L-y)S y	 S(y) = vT (1-VT -2vT^lLy + v(1-v)y2 (42)
which integrates to
+	 v (1-v ,)
eS . (L..y)	 T	 1.S(y)
and, after Eq. (31).
e . y 
V S(y)
(43)
(44)
^t
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This shown that in the collective gravity gradient mode, the amplitude
j
i
of the oscillations of X increases nearly linearly with y (a amplitude about
constant), while those of X
T
 -Xlecrease in amplitude about linearly in L-y
(S about constant). 'Tate X-amplitude approaches a finite limit a,y -0 L,
and since X(y - 0) - 0, d approaches the same limit as y + 0. X and XT-X
oscillate in phase.
For the "bending" (-) mode, for which K is given by Eq. (35) and
K does not vanish, a somewhat more elaborate procedure is required,
Notice that the left hand side of Eq. X40) can be written as
.•	 • 2•	 2. l-din j2	 d (2B+Xn1K^)2KB+K	 K . 20	 dpi
2KA+K 2i 2A+$EC 2A+ IdIn 	 (2A+Xn (K )
2A-+ kn j IC I - F
	
2B-+ in j it I - G	 (45)
so that we have, from Eqs. (40) and (32)
dG	 v	 (1-v ) L-vy(dy)/(dy) . _ vT L	
v	 -	
(4S)
	
p	 TL + v
and, from (32) and (45)
_	
v (1-VT )L-vy
F - G + 2(A -B) - 2 Zn I- pVTL
dF dG _ 	 -2VL	 (47)Tv dy [(1-vT)L-vy](vTL+Vy)
Equations (46) and (47) can be solved for dp and dy , which can
then be integrated to obtain F and G. A and B then follow from
Eq. (45), using (35) for + K j. The result of this calculation is
W-7
w
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3/4 y 1/^R ( L-y) l /4./4 10-V,^,)T,-Vy]A-	
(Y3) ]
	
(V„t,ivy)''/!:^ S(y•)	
(/ifs)
1	 r
b-	 v V 1 /4 (VTL+Vy ) 3/44
1/4 (L yY)1/4
e	 _ S (..)	 _	 (49)f	 1(,-V1,)1,-^?y)9/^`siy)
._0
, Ahere S(y) 4A.6 as defined in El. (47). These formulne show that X and
X,r X iludead oscil3ate in c :aunterphase ("bending" mode). both variables
have amplitude.^. varying rougl, y as [y(L-y) ] 1/4 , which indicate angular
amplitude for a like 1 /y3/4 (near y - 0) and for S like 1 /(L-y)3/4
(near y - Q. Although this looks like a divergent behavior, matching
to the near-end solutions will shoo , that at least one finite angle
solution exists at each end.
Having determined eA , e  and e  k/E for each of the two gravity
gradient modes, ure have a Bond approximation to the homogeneous solution
and can truncate the expalirion in pourers of c. The remaining task is to
generate a particular solution of the complete equations; none can be
Identified by inspection, and so, the method of variation of parameters
must be resorted to. To this end, let us represent the homogeneous
solution in the form
X ® C1 f l +	 C2 f2 + C3 fe + C4 f4 (50)
$1 +	 C2 92 + C 3 89 + C4 94 (S1)
where
++IC±	 +-iefi	 eA f2 c eA +1Ef3	 eA -:f4 - eA (52)	 ..'
+
++iE	
*-iC ^F=t-
-it
64 ° e
B
b1 W e$i	 82 ° e$ `s g 3	e8	 ;
(53)
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11	 ('s
	
.	
c '
	,	 r' A	 ,	 C1, ,I1 0	 1 % ^"A I'd I'd 1100	 *I" f uis(^1 	ionls	 of	 t{ 1 . 1' ,.	 ih(.
n"i,Pl III i l k	 or	 it iffo lc,ltdatlt + U, viiforco l". 1 11L of :111 N. fl.IJVY	 c 0ild i 1 '1011;
ns ► ,'	 t,s+h-+(it 11t 	It , +	 i III o	 tis,^ +'+n1)1ct ► i c(Ils,+tio ► t; ► (I'q,,. (2 14)	 ('•')	 .1c;IZl-1I
1k + 	 i	 v';tt	 I,i	 ^^^	 ^^,^IGiI	 ii^11`^ i	 rtt	 C .`^	 ,
,
^;^	 , 1	 ,	 (:4
(54)
f l	 Ct	 4 fq C fa ca a	 f4 ( : 4 •	 7-
+1	 C1	 $' ^,x	 Cx +	 'N,r C9 + 114
.
( 4 -2i
D+ -A+N0tic°c, f I'm m V(1	 (52). (53) that gs/ fl V E2/ f2 	 e	 . and
i	 sirsils ► ;°ly g,^/f 9	 f:v/f4	
etj.._p
	 thus, the fir;L two equations of
I^ 	 (S!i) admit tho Gi rip'J a solution
f l C 1 + f " C. 2 	0
(SS)
f ' C 3 + f,, C4 w 0
i	
q9
I
Elimislation of 62 and 64 between theses equaticus and the bottom two
equations of (54) then gives
i
s (f r ) f C1 + (f .. f a ) f 3 C3 w 21C (56)
f t	 f 2	 f9	 fa
.	 Noting that
r	 fl	 fz	 E1	 Cs	 ft	 fz
Y	
and, similarly,
i
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l cls. 00 can lie ,calved to
C	 =2 --	 - = 1 /X	 (57)
dO	 X, X
C	 2 
1/X+ -4
	 (58)
	
3 c	
^ y	 (^ 'lll f q/ i 	 1	 1
where  X+ , X- are as in Eqs. (31), (32). Viso, the;l
^2 . .. 
f C)
	 ; C4 - - f4 Ca
	 (S9)
2i•+
	
From Eqs. (52), (53) it follows that dRr. d6 
f.	
2
l/ f-2 
^ 
	
K
d In f3 /f4	 21 -
aud	 416	 e h	 Also, f2 is the complex conjugate of fl,
* f2-fl
	
and, similarly, f4 - f 3
	
.	 Therefore, Eqs. (57) and (59) imply
* C2 
W Cii^r	 (60)
and, similarly, C4 - C3,.
(61)
Using the expressions found before for X, K, etc., one can now
calculate
	
IV
	
y 
-i 3 6 vTL -(1-v)y
C, - Ki +	 e E	 dy	 (62)
3vT(1-vT) 0
	
^S(y)
where K1 is an arbitrary (complex) constant and a is to be regarded
for integration as a function of y, which implies specification of
%l
F Y
V
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a 1rnrtic:uliir climbout l:w. Situt.lat.]y.
Y ..i.I!^-:(0?1. 	 _ Y(L"Y)	 )1/4 dam_
C 3 	LK3 - iv,	 c'	 E	 13	
.TJ4
-vy ) 1(1-VT I.-vy)	 ^^ S (Y)	 (C}3)1,	 (\tT
0
where K (U) is given by Eq. (37).
^
Finally, since C 2 f 2 - (C l fi ) x Hied C4 f4 -CC3f3)
x - 2 Re (C i f 1) + 2 Re (C3 f 3 )	 (64)
2 R (C i fl)	 2 R (C3f3)
6 - -- -- + — e	 (65)
x+	 x-
or, after some reduction,
r
x	
7v	 P cos (^ S + 0 + VL	 Ysin E3 (® ®) L-	 dY' +E	 3 0
	
(Y )VS(y)	 ^ 0	 V S
+ 2 L ( )3/413 
Q(y L-y),1 /4JR 
cos A' re + tp) -VTLf
a n (^' e' EK-So^)x
S (Y)	 i	 0
y	 Y' (L-y')	 1/4	 dy'
► ^	 x 13 Q(Y' )(L-Q(Y')) ) 
Y
3
a	 2(L--=Y) { P cos (E e) + ............................^
2 I 	 I
S (Y)
	
r R cos	 •...............•	 (67)
H.
VT;5-(—Y) 1 3 L-Q{y)
(66)
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Q(y) = V111. + Vy	 (GS)
and 11 , R, 4^ and V are ti new set of nrbitrary (! - cal) constants, to
be found by itiposine, Oia corrc-CL boundary coudi Lions.
3.	 Boundr. ry conditions. Behav ior whin thc fer ry is near one end.
For our problem, we will assume the tether is initially deployed
along the radial direction, and that the ferry Aturts out from the
lower platform with a relative velocity y(0)'- v 0 , in a direction
making an angle a	 kiul (Z) to the local vertical. Thus, the0 too y
Initial conditions are
X(0) ` 0	 dt (0) . CA V
(66b)
8(0) - 0
	 dt (0) --a vO
We first notice that, from Eq. (67), for 6(0) - 0 we need
p cos	 0, and since P 0 0 is required for later matching, we
take
r	
(6g)
7	 ,►"
such that cos ( :: 0 + 0) m sin ( 1E3 e). The limiting behavior
of the solution for small a is then
3	 1^-V1,	 y	 b^ 3	 t2y	
L in 
y^ 6 + v V	 sin E (0'-9) dy' f +
IV T 1`VT)	 N732 0
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33/4 3 ('I.v+	 I ^')
 11 / 4 y1 /4 { 1; Cons ( I'K (0) + , -V)V1,	 3
(vv
T ) 1/4	 _
3L 3//i ^(} , ) 1/4sin k--^-E -^--^) dy` 	 (6911)
l-vT I	 ' U
d2i=	 f .................... } -
-^f VT(1-VT)
V
- 2	 3/4 (1-v )3/4 (3 )1/4(1)1/
4	 j ......................^ 	 (70)
VT
	 T
Here, the limiting form of r(Q) can be found from Eq. (37) as
	
Z 9^0 2Y v VT (1-VT) (vLT)1f	 (71)0
r-,
The integral in the first bracket is simply -vOT fe (1-cos V3 0),
and vanishes like 02 for small 0. Thus the whole first -term in the
expression for x (the collective mode) is at least of order 0 2•, and
does not contribute either to x or to dt near 8 - 0. The integral
in the second bracket is more involved. As suggested by Eq. (11),
we can define a time scale for the fast "bending" oscillations near
y - 0 as
v
TO 
a 3VT ('-VT) 02L	 (72)
	Such that — -) = 2^ a 2ti'	 The integral is then
	
0	 0 0
y
3
	
W)	 Bin{ 2	 ( y '-	 )D dY'	 (73)
0	 v T
0	 ^ ® 0
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f
The time TO is much shorter Ylhnn even the v" Yst" gravity gradient
time - 1/S2, since, from (72), PT0	
1W 3v ,(1-v) ( 0 -) t - E • Therefore,7'
' an inLarmodiate time scale exists such that t-t ► w but still 0 R T -► 0.
0
Wo are thin jtiAtificd in ovaluatin- (73) in an ns)nnptoti.c form, for
'	 large values of n - -Y--
v0T0
I	 (v0TO)5/4 t(n')1/4sin(2-n'^- 2-, /n)dy ' -> -(v0T015/4n3/4
	
0	 ^°
at 
-v 5/4T 1/2t3/40	 0
	 (74)
We thus obtain
2	 ^`*1 (1-v )v0]1 /4Rtl /4cos
 
(2, t^ + t) + 2 v----^— v0 t (75)X "0 X3/4 3	 T L	 YTO	 3vT(1-vT) ar
T
and
i
^t4
 0 -; v (1-v) 
sin^3 SZt + 3v^S3T (1-cos-►3 DO
v T	 T
211P
	v 1/4 1/4	 2v v	 vat
 
3/4 (3 L®) t R cos (2 T + 10 3`T -v ) 2 StL (76)
	
1vT(1-vT1 	 0	 T	 T
Now, to complete the determination of constants, we need to
E2
eI examine the behavior on the very short time scale TO e2T,
where our WKB approximation must fail. For this purpose, we go
back to the basic equations (24) and (25). In (24), for very short
time after the start of the climb, we can replace
0,
 ®vP TO, y^0
Cx + 3 VT (1-VT) x2 E v0d0 2	v	 v0 	 T	 {77)
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The	 pnrL of (77) is n Dcscel ugtjat1011 in On vririablo
,l0	 A pmrticular solution is obtained by inspection, with x - 0.
ai ' tcigether, then, one obtains the solution
X n 2avO T O t + 0- t 3 1 (2 -y ,tl ) 4. E , r.. 11 (2•V Z • )	 (78)
0
vh re TO is a ,: tlt-.fincJ is► Eq. (72)„ Near the origin,
._
Vt Y. (2A^ TO ) .:,. :F ^"'TO , while . t: J1(2-V t0) ' ^I ^	
Thus, to
V
ensure % - 0 at t - 0, E must be zero, and we have
x - 2S1voT0t + D `^ J 1( 2 T) .' MvO1C + fp ) t	 (79)
0 t'^1	 l TO
Equating the coefficient of t in bq. (79) to vda o (See Eq. (68))
gives
	
D - V ".v0 (a0 2nT0 )	 (80)
Now, in the intermediate limit T ^► (but still T -+ 0), valid
for very small e, we can use the known asymptotic expansion of the
Bessel function J1 to obtain from Ea. (79)
x t/T -►' co 29tvOTOt + D (tT0 ) 1/4cos (2 ^o - U	 (81)
This is the outor limit of the inner solution (Eq. (79)), and it
must coincide with the inner liinit (Eq. (75)) of the outer solution.
It can be seen that the term linear in t is already matched; matching .
of the oscillatory term requires the two conditions
V► 	 -
31r
  
(82)
and
	
-.
VR	 D 
-v T
	(83)
2 V	
1-VT
Ttn
r
^a
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r 1?;i ]-vT c,t, 
3/2,00
- 3 `t,^„(7.. -vT)Stt, 1
t.
Only 4he constnnt P remnink-. to be d:t(!rmined, and this must be
done using the rc; aining ie7iti.il condit Joit 9-'-LO) 	 a v	 Start-
ing from 1:q. (76) one can follow a matchinQ procedure similar to
that which led to (84). The result, after some algebra, is
	
P . V	 uT V0, 	 (85)
2 ., J3	 _VT
The final expressions for X and d x r- x are therefore
•	 x . vL ---^ - ,YT 
v®a0 
sin( 1'3Stt) + 2 in[ r3n(t'-t)]• v' dy'	 +	 A
3'	 1-v	 St].
	
^os	 SS 	 (Y
+ v L []-Qy))]3/4 [v Y.^^ 1/4 X
T	 S{Y)	 3 4(Y)
v 3/2	 v
_	 6 3's
x If vT (1-,VT) (S?Z ) 	 e^A 3 v, (1-V T) S2L)eos (StTK O	 4 ) -
5
2 fo
sin [M W) - k fo))} I 3 4(Y') (1: 4(Y')) )	 StY=	
(86)
de	 ^L L — L-y-	
VT
xT ^ x C ^^+^^^'''^^^''''+^^ 	 _	 •................¢•f JS (y)
- 
1 V^,	 i
3/4 
vL	 1/4 1
	
7	 9
- 
v L ^-^--- [ y ( y)	 ($^)	 k
P	
SAY)	
3 L-4(Y)	 3rt
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4.	 of tho ref.0 La..
1'.haminati-In of these c-:pre.ssions for y nPpronching L sh6 s that
(a) the lai; % of the feri°y ropproaches noun finite: limit, With fin%lity
gradient C011VVL-tve osctll-Itioll,l, also► of finite eit1>litude. The
"bend,ing" ro6v osc-11MV1.O p S dc-cA y as (l.-y) 1/4
(b) The diffetontial l.afi Y; r-x has a linearly vanishing componomt corres-
ponding to gravity gradient oscillations which tend to a constant angular
(F) amplitu.lc. It also hn. : a "bending" mode oscillation which decoys
In atpli . tudc cis (ley) 1/4 ; as %le have found from the similar analysis
near y . 0, then constitute thl: asymptotic " tail" of a near -end behavior
characterized by either a. J1 ,,^ F. Y 1 bessel function.
While near y - 0 the Y 1 component: was absent due to the finite
initial conditions, there is no guarante(., of a similar absence near
y e L. A detailed analysis shows solutions of the same sort as near
y • 0, 'i.e.,
d	 (XT  VT- 20 'L T) (T-t) + F T-t J1 (2.`t--t) # G T-t Y1 (2	 t)	 (8g)
	
T	 YY T
where xr a'ndVT are the values approached by x and ^ near y a L,
and, similar to the definition of T o ,
 
the fast local time scale i s
V	 V^,TT 3vp(1- Jp) UYL	 (89)
The values;, of the constant F and G would now be entirely
determined by asymptotic matching to the known solution given by
Eqs. (86) and (87), and would therefore depend on the climbout law
'	 y(t) adopted. While the J1 part leads to oscillations of finite
angular amplitude, the Y 1 part would give a finite limit for the
amplitude of a oscillations, and hence an angular divergence.
The object of speed control in the terminal phase of ascent should
be to ensure the absence of this divergence. We can easily match
(87) and (88) in their common region of validity, by noting that
A
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cote (\- `tt ) %.-Ililo Y J (X) 4 'tile\ silk (X - 4t;X	 ) . TWO,40, 	 t
by romp:.L^.son ro Eq. (€6), in orefc• r to ensure the obstence, of the Yt term,
the palm : ' M' K- (T) inusL• approach an i.ut.ep;er nunber of cycles:
stTV(T)-2 nn 	 (90)
or
/3 .1"-Q^)101(X , d 
	
2 nn	 (91)
^^ f v (L-y)v
0 M
Since; this phase is varying rapidly ncsar too end, fine control
of y(t) in that phase should bc sufficient to ensure this c ondition,
and hence to prevent wraparound.
It may also be noted that even the bounded fast oscillations may
be avoided altogether near both ends if the angle of departure, a00
and of arrival OT are related'in the appropriate way to the correspond-
ing velocities v0 and v,
", 
For the departure phase, this is obvioub
by inspection of Eq. (80); the condition for smooth take-off is
CI	 2 (2 T L 
2 
--°—N — v0	 (92)0	 0 3 ,Va(1-VT) flL
For the arrival phase, a similar simple expression can be arrived
at: fast terminal oscillations are, avoided if
,^	
S	
?	 V	 VT 	 (93)T L
	
3 Vp (1^-vp ) SlL
a
5. Some numerical estimates.
The order of magnitude of the various quantities involved can bent
•	 be appreciated by means of a representative numerical example. Consider
the following cases
';
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L W 200 Kpi
P	 1.158::10- 3 r: ► dison.	 (300 M+ orbi t)
t	 V	 V1t in 0.I ,	 VV r 0.8
T R 2.59240 5 sec (3 days)
C R 1 . 3.332x]0-3
k>ean ascc it 'volocity
	
V	 0.7716 misec
Ang)c c,0
 for smooth start.tnp; Ent V) 	 a0 . 2.468).10 -3rad	 0.141°
rast initial time scale 1' 0 ("L !%)	 TO . 1.066 sec
Gravity gradient period
	
2n 
	 3133 see - 52.2 min
Vr3n
